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at the University of Wisconsin-La Crosse. Theresidence hall

The final survey was distributed to 137 residence hall directors

questionnaire consisted of twenty questions asking for demographic

for wider distribution. The pilot sample consisted of the eleven

ABSTRACT

through the use of survey methods. ----------------.-__"c. _

The questionnaire in its final fo:nn consisted of six questions.
~

cc._~--·e-There was also. an historical investigation into the history of

t ht
The purpose of t~study was to determine the level of

"burn-out" as a result of their job responsibilities. There was a 100%

information and responses to items concerning how affected they felt by

being experienced by residence hall directors in the state

housing and its implications for "burn-out".

The study consisted of a pilot instrument and a final instrument

response rate from this pilot instrument.

Four questions concerned demographic informa.tion and ca.lledfor-·shortt:-----------------=..c.....J

{factors considered to contribute to "burn-out", using a Leiker-t

answer responses. Question 5 asked the respondents to break down

performing job responsibilities. Question 6 consisted of a list

Counselor, Disciplinarian, Educator) according to percentage

"5" being greatly affected and "1" being not at all affected the respondents

were asked to rate the twenty items as they applied to their job.

i.n the state of Wisconsin. 103 surveys were returned for a

rate of 76%.

responsibilities as a hall director in four specific areas (Administrator,



were organized and anaiyzed in

'II

The results of the
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Statement of the Problem

The term "burn,-out" is being used with increasing prevalence

Residence hall directors perhaps more than any other student services

professional have intima.teandprolonged contact with undergraduate

Introduction

Chapter I

be very stressful for the halL director and some find themselves unable

A faculty member may have a student in several classes throughout his

cope with the cQmple:ll:i.ties of the involvement.

Among these pressures, being constantly available is expected;

during their undergraduate years. For a number of reasons this contact can

head resident isn't available, students don't believe the head resident is

1

doing his/her job. This may explai.n in part why some hall directors

feeling emotionally and physically exhausted by the end of the

tyre, 1978).

contact be advantageous for both students and staff.

time a student may have with residence hall staff, it is

week in the residence hall in contrast to the 15-18 hours per

spends in class (pelton, 1972). Looking at the potential amount of contact

concerning the job stress associated with the helping professions. It

these helping professions that "burn-out" has become more widespread.

J
This thesis~ examinf "burn-out" as it relates to eRe'""lre1:pirrg"

under.graduate cateer. The average resident student spends 75~95 hours per

appears that with the development of more professional positions

....p:r~~.. rr-t;ha.i;.",.,G~ residence hall directo:r>. It~
\eW ... ~.

consistS of a two-pronged investigation. ~ One ~focu~~on the



conducted

in particular the positionhistorical development of the Residence Halls

Importance of the study

of "burn-out" as it relates to contemporary hall directors

through the use of survey methods.

Several questionsw,ill,be examined through the course of the 4-nvestigat±on:

literature regarding the question of "burn-out". An empirical investigation

"burn-out" in the past. The second part of the thesis w.;id-l examin~; the

of residence hall director. It ~:l::seek·to fhrd Some of the answers to

Along with this there has been a relatively small amount of resea-Y'ch··€Lea-1-i-Bg-·- .__-=

It is obvious that the potential role of Housing in the entire

student housing at the collegiate level is something much more
than a necessary and neglected sideline of higher education. It
is an opportunity for educational achievement • • • if proper
recognition of the importance of student housing to higher education
ever becomes a universal reality it will mark not only the greatest
change in stude~t personnel administration in the history of higher
equcation in America, but also will represent a basic change in
American educational philosophy as well (Tinkle, 1961, p.l).

nne problem facing residence hall directors has been the job-related

higher educational process has been underestimated and underutilized.

with the professional residence hall director .
.'/1

stress of "burn-out", which has become the popular name for the

hall directors. However, considering the high turnover rate' in the profession

associated with the helping professions. There exists a notable

literature specifically dealing with "burn-out" as it relates to residence

and the amount of time that residence hall directors spend with students

~search Questions to be Answered

and the influence theycari exert on the quality of higher education it is

an area that needs to be researched.



of residence hall director?

Littlitations

to the other three areas?their

Any conclusions drawn from the data received from the survey may only

contribute more to "burn-out" than other aspects?

trained hall directors as opposed to the older non-professionally

trained hall directors?

3) Hall directors have four major areas of responsibility: disciplinarian,

The "burn-out" survey was conducted in two parts. A pilot survey

counselor, educator and administrator. Will those hall directors whose

making and lack of personal time outside of the residence hall which

greatest percentage of time is spent in the disciplinarian role show

greater degree;:; of "burn-out" than those who devote

hour live-in responsibility, low salary, lack of input into decision

hall directors?

4) Are there some aspects of being a hall director such as: twenty-four

conducted among the residence hall directors at the University of Wisconsin

:,;) Will "burn-out" be more prevalent today among younger professionally

in the four year private and state universities and colleges in the state

compiling a survey which was distributed to the residence hall directors

6) Hh<.'L{; is ·the~istorical impact of "burn_out" concerning residence

La Crosse in January of 1981. The results from the survey were used in

be generalizable to the group of hall directors in Wisconsin who comprised

of Wisconsin in February and March of 1981.

the sample.

'S} How should "burn-out" be conceptualized in relation to the position

(' 1) Is "burn-out" a phenomena which is found among residence hall directors?
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Definition of Terms

Administrator ~ One who is responsible for the management and

of a residence hall including supervising and training staff, and

supervising hall government.

Burn-out ~ Progressive loss of idealism, energy and purpose experienced by

people in the helping professions as a result of the conditions of their

work.

Counselor ~ One who provides one to one consultations with students providing

vocational, personal or educational assistance.

enforces rules and regulations and is involvedDisciplinarian - One

in disciplinary actions.

Educator - One who facilitates social, CUltural and educational experiences

of students.

Housemother - A word used to describe a middle~aged to elderly woman who

had live....in respbrisJ-bility for either a residence hall or a~fr-a-i=e:FR~-t?'Vl'------=~--d

or sorority house. This term was used very much prior to the 1960's.

With the advent 0t the 1960's and the 1970's and the professional develop

ment of the position of residence hall director, the term has become outdated.

Housing Office - The college student personnel unit responsible for the

operation of university student housing. The employees consist of a

clerical and professional staff who coordinate the various aspects of

the residence halls.

Intervention - Whatever is done in response to or anticipation of enthusiasm,

stagnation, frustration or apathy to break the "burn-out" cycle.

Residence Hall - A group living and learning center financed and maintained

by revenue from residents. It is an on-campus facility coordinated,



operated and managed by a professional and paraprofessional staff.

Residence Hall Director ~ Professional person responsible for aumLnL~~erLng

the student personnel function within the Residence Hall.

Resident - A student living in a university Residence Hall.

Resident Assistant ~ A student member of the Residence Hall staff who lives

in a particular sectiOI1bfa residence hall who works directly with

the students.

'\II
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3) Federal Period, 1780-1812

4) Expansion Years, 1812..;1862

5) Civil War to World War I

6) World War I to World vJar II

1) European Background

There is a paucity of literature concerning the historical

The emergence of the residence halls follows the same developmental

The related literature conct:,rning the historical development of
'i

~rhe Historical Development of the Residence Halls and the Position of

Review of Selected Literature

2) Colonial Period in America,1630-l780

development as it relates. to the residence halls, ra.ther than its his-

Residence Hall Director

chapters or isolated pages in vOltlrries concerning the overall deveiopmeri:t.

ment of residence halls. The majority' of literature concerns student

torical significance. What literature exists, consists primarily of

of the history of higher education or the history of the student personnel

found in the early universities of Oxford, Cambridge,

movement in the United States.

route as colleges and universities themselves in America. The roots of

Germany. This is also true with the development of housing.

the historical development of higher education in the united States

changes in the face of housing. These periods are:-

hOusing will be broken down into different periods which have each





restricted to graduates. Under the name of halls a few hospitia survive

MastersSelf-rule by students gradually became a thing of the

beginning the body of scholars in the hospitia (Medieval dormitories)

exclusively for students which demanded some type of control. In the

By the middle of the 13th century the students who lived outside such

gave him powers. Eventually ..theprincipalships of an hospitium were

could afford to setup independent·establisbments similar to

at Oxford and Cambridge (Sheldon, 1961).

Early on it became important·· to set apart certain houses or

formed an independent democratic community which elected a principal and

Living unsupervised the students fought among themselves,
.._-=,~~~~----=-----~----

Wealthy students had little problem in the area of housing becausetlley

homes. Others had to find housing as they could. Many students lived in

the homes of their masters, others lived with townspeople. The last type of

students were students .who .banded together to manage a whole house. Students

sought the support of faculty in matters of housing as the need for dis-

people, and with civil authorities. Students began to ask a bachelor or

cipline and control grew.

master on the faculty ·t() live in their house and to care for the financial
!II>

arrangements of the house and to control the activities of

was the first supervised cooperative type of housing for college s~u.dents

halls were generally the very rich and lived privately, or the very

Who couldn't afford the community housing.

This type of housing was called an hospiciu.m in Paris and a hall

and Principals took full charge and imposed their own ironclad rules. Out
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of this history came the colleges (halls) of Cambridge arid Oxford. These

colleges were established for the poor students through financial aid given

by charitable individuals for the food and lodging of students. The Masters

and Principals had no obligation to the students financially and authority

became stronger. For a while the university had no control over the hall

or its Principals.

Halls began to accept students who paid to live in the halls, and by

the end of the 15th century this type of arrangement became the rule. Along

w;i.th paying scholars came Urii'il'ersitycontrol. This transition from student

established and student controlled housing to complete university control

occurred over a two century period.

In the 15th and 16th centurie;::; this evolution of the residential

experience was duplicated in Germany in conjunction with the founding of

the great universities prior to the Reformation. The Germans called their

dOrmitor;i.es halls or "bursen" • At the time of the Reformation theJ.'b"ur_a.en.':~~~ --!

gave way to boarding houses, a sYstem of housing that is still popul~r in

Germa.ny today. The idea behind t~he boarding house developed when the

university felt the need to put all its money into academic

American colleges~ housing system followed the pattern of the:E:I1glish

system because the founders of the American colleges were schoole¢!. il1El1glal1d

and knew no other system. When the ties to England broke down the American

colleges followed their own course of development. Housing in American colleges

.might have developed more closely in line with the new revised English systE;!m

had the pioneer situation been different and if there hadn't been.theproblem

of student discipline. In the English system the faculty were responsible

..
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of

damage to buildings was not uncommon. At one time the students

~

food was barely adequate. There were widespread food riots and

The dormitories provided for by the universities were usually Spartan

for student discipline. Discipline problems in America were so great that

in England (Tinkle,

The development of the residence halls outside of Oxford and Cambridge

has to a considerable extent been seen against the background·ofthose two

the dorms never developed into a meeting place of the minds as they did

universities. Residence halls developed as a convenient means of

Colonial dormitories were characterized by wild stories of

Dorms in America were mere places for board and lodging and the

housing students and controlling their behavior. The senSe of the potential

influence of a residential community in fonningthe intellec:tual powers

tradition (Brothers,

of the student comes from the persistence of the Oxford ahd Cambridge

combined with a strong religious concern for the moral disciplineofastudent

administration of a stringent set of regulations. The American

Part 2, Colonial Period in America, 1630-1780

mo'lded the early university philosophy; concerned as it was almost entirely

the colonial period was usually isolated which made it difficult

off-campus housing. Students were very young (13-14). Those .. two-fa.c±.m:::""'s'-- ----.___-

the student reaction to the rigid pattern of their lives. There was more

with the training of clergy, doctors and perhaps lawyers.

violence found in the south than the north. Two college presidents were

misbehavior and consequent discipline problems. Violence was

killed !by students during this period.



America.At the ti.me .ofthe Ame:dcan' revolution' there were nine colleges

regulations of conduct took place that were not so peculiarly

The chief purpose of the colonial dorms was to supervise students,

This arrangement was found unsatisfactory and great efforts were
made to raise funds for building dormitories in order that the
student could be under the constant supervision of the President
and the faculty (p.24).

"the natural enemy" of the student. The result was student riots and

Colonial students ,,,ere initially housed in the home of

In America the faculty were not responsible for discipline.

rebellions against the faculty. The development of athletics and extra'-

1969) •

curricular activities somewl].at alleviated this problern in the last decades

at Amherst burned all the lavoratories in order to get new ones (Powell,

teachers and teaching styles of the period led them to be perceived as

Emphasis was put on order and discipline rather than on learning.

college a home away from hOme was of English origin (Rudolph, 1962).

Colleges purposes and courses of study.

and the English model. The residential pattern which made

presidents , however Leonard (l956) states that,

of the 19th. century.

These colleges were based on the heritage of the Reformation and Renaissance

they were peculiarly collegiate ,The colonial. dorms had. thea:t:rncLs-p"",n",s;"".I..sC"--lV"",....1.___.-.,__---------

students good conduct. 'I'he revolution was a turning point for the colonial

a boarding school for small boys. Colonial colleges were concerned with their

so faculty lived in the halls patrolling them during study hours and at
~

night. They also demanded entrance into rooms were students were suspected



No small proportion of the breaches of peace had for their
sole object the drawing out of this somewhat grotesque
posses, whose manoeuvres around a bonfire were wont
shouts of·laughter and applau3e by thE: authors, whom they
strolf'e to discover (Sheldon, 1969, p.95).

of breaking any rules. Head resIdents were also charged with the

and assist sbideIlts and to prompt them to diligence (Mc Intyre, 1978, p.

Early dorms created an emphasis of staff versus student and damaged the

cqncept of housing as a setting for intellectual activity· (Pelton,1972,p.l).

of assisting students academically (Leonard, 1956, p.42) and to

The American college was typically a frontier institution established

One of the influences of the colonial colleges was the common

Discipline also provided a strong bond for students. ManYJe..91!lations

pioneer civilizatidn (Te",rksbury, 1965).

tural and religious advancement on a wide front •. The colleges attempted to

on the frontier line of settlement. Colleges served as agents of a cuI...

adapt to the frontier environment; however many failed to survive

and dormitory life which belonged to all of the colleges of the 18th

century. The common life was jointly the product of the English

and necessities of a new settlement where houses were at a

professors and teachers were not only instructors, but policemen

were those of a theological seminary. Prayers· were read

service in discovering and punishing all violations of this code. Thus,

of conduct with a list of fines attached. Teachers

against the strict codes of conduct of the time.

nightwat~hmen as well. They were duty bound to capture and punish all rebels

unreasonable hours. Rules were made dealing with every possible variation
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functions

In 1727, the Ursuline sisters established a school in New ur~ean~

guidance activities, which they accepted readily. This included providing

employed and gave special training to a number of pupil...

authority for the conduct of their students. Due to travel distances OnCe a

in many matters. Colleges as public agencies later took over much of the....................•.............

In Europe students were thought of as adults capable of meeting personal,

universities.

student was enrolled in college, the college had to take over any and ail

Colonists made laws which empowered the government to act in

Buildings were not designed with a view to discipline. Their open

that we now consider part of the personnel services of our colleges and

life of the early colonists rather than from the purposes of the

the colleges. Colon'i:sts·expectedthe.schools to assume.many

ity for extracurricular life grew out of the religious, social and POL~t~ca~

conduct would reflect back on the institution. This assumption of responsibil-

was held responsible for the student's successful adjustment because their

vision, vocational guidance and academic assistance. The college in America

were seen as immature adolescents requiring personal counsel, social

.housing and supervision for students.

social and academic problems without university personnel. In America students

with the faculty were looked down upon (Sheldon, 1969).

teachers and students. Students who obeyed regulations and who were friendly

dealing with young men. Ineffectual supervision led to much friction between

of the dorms was in the hands of the tutors who were often inpxD~rienced in

isolated position made the detection of disorder difficult. Immediate control
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public confessions and reprimands, whippings, floggings, extra class

forbidden to do just about everything. Punishments for rule violations

Colleges having dorms forbade the students to be absent from their

trained in a separate and distinct guidance function. The Jesuit priests

also established schools in Maryland, Pennsylvania and New York where they

"dizainieres" to help them maintain order during and outside of school

every phase of the life of a student.

hours. This was the first group of school personnel in the United States

As soon as the dorms were bui.lt students were required by the college to

One of the first problems of the trustees of the colonial colleges was that

responsibility for the whole life of a student (housing,

were acting in loco parentis. Rules were strict and concerned practically

At this time there was a qlose relationship between the government and

educational institutions and so it was with this idea that they accepted the

which set the pattern for our present day programs of personnel services.

borhood was found to be unsatisfactory as the numbers of students

unable to house students through most of the colonial period.

Washington and Lee College and Rutgers University were the only institutions

of housing students. Living in the president's home and homes in the neigh-

live on campus, except with special permission. Even if you

Funds for building dormitories were raised through gifts, taxes and

you were subject to the same rules as resident students. Rules were very

the student's life was regimented.

ous, some were very general, such as not to transgress any of'

rooms or from campus except at stated hours or by special permission. Students

or the school, later they were elaborately defined so that every hour of



expulsion..

if'

Professors not only taught classes but patrolled the donns at

Trustees arid faculty all participated in meeting the problems

in housing students. There were many different factO:I:'sin.y()lved in

this service. One factor was the necessity of the service, another

assignments, fines,

Part 3, Federal Period, 1780-1812

After the American revolution and as the American constitution was

being fonned and implemented religion was no longer mentioned as

aim of education. There was an increasing secularization of American colleges.

and boarding students became primary considerations in



homes for housing.

'"

for example, in the early buildings of the University of North
•

the architectural design of a quadrangle', triple...walledhulld:ln9
s

an enclosure as a sort of a. prison for the students was employed.

federal period as opposed to the Colonial period promoted

One of the chief purposes of building dorms was to "'''...... 0 .....';

lives as well as the studies of the students. The architectural design

the pt;'esident to assign students to their rooms.

rooms at the end of each year. The struggle for cleanliness was perennial

college servant. Students lt7ere charged for any unneccesary

even ~everal hundred years ago. It was generally the

rooms and hallways was generally the responsibility of the ste'!~F.B.0r other,__,_---=-----:-=-=.J

first dorms were crude log homes with two to three students per room.

Some colleges built their dorms in towns and cities,

Students brought their own furniture, bedding and candles. The

Facilities of early dorms were meager at best. In some instances, the

live in dams was l-atermodified when the dorms were found to be

used olde;!:" buildings already6h campus. The rule that students had to

colleges with few students still relied on the presidents 1< and faculty

were still being built or were inadequate or had burned down. Those

both methods in the first twenty years of their existence becau~edorms

would either b.uild a dorm or farm their students out. Most colleges used

depending on the facilities of the college and its locality, a college

increasing number of; foreign a,nd out ,of state students. In gener
al

/

was the youth of the student g~oup. Another prob.lem wa~ to house the
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In 1808 the University of South Carolina put up a fence which was replaced

by a brick wall in 1835.

The supervision of dormitory life was still the responsibility of the

college president. faculty and tutors. Occasionally other people were

given the responsibility of dormitory supervision. Some presidents like

Eliphalet Nott of Union College insisted on living with his family in a

suite of rooms within the dormitory. Faculty and tutors were usually

required to live in. Supervision still consisted ()f pa.trolling the halls

periodically during study hours at night. The majority of the faculty

found the duties of supervising dor,ms confining and onerous. Many colleges

required twenty-four duty except holidays and faculty had to be

constantly alert to detect misdemeanors or crimes (Leonard,1956).

Part 4, The Bxpansion Years, 1812-1862

In the period 1812-1862, the problems of housing students changed very

little in kind from previous periods, but larger enrollments intefts~~1ea-~he--------~~

problem. Supervision of the dorms was still largely done by the faculty·

th~ president, but use of a specific person in charge of housing became

more common. In women's and co-educational colleges it was often

and she was called: matron, lady principal, directress or governess. She

was later assisted by tutors, ushers, stewards and student monitors.

was still very much in loco parentis (Mc Intyre, 1978, p.2).

During the 1800's the faculty began to protest their job as "policemen",

so the number of nightly patrols was cut down and some faculty were exempt

from the responsibility. But, patrolling still existed until

rules governing dormitory life were modified, making possible otherf6riris

..
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"1\'

of discipline. Rules during the expansion years varied little ;from the

colonial period. students were to restrict their lives to study and

prayer. Students were often disorderly not only in

chapel.

Many students were still coming from great distances toatterida

particular college, so the separation of the student from home supervision

was still a prominent factor in college life. Theextremeyouthiofthestu

dents continued to·addtQtheproblemofcare and Cii.scipline. D1..1ring the

expansion years 'the·i ideai·of· higher education ii forthecolIlIIlQnimanifor~wonteni

for Negroes, etc; began to find a place in the thinking of some educators.

Dorm facilities were still not adequate. Records are fu.ll of

regarding overcrowded rooms and makeshiftaccornmodations. In some

towns were so overrun with students that farms were pressed

Some colleges made no immediate attempts to house students

point. Other colleges offered limite.dliving

and depended on the town. to pick up the slack. At AmherstL:oJ-J-eqe

rooms were used for bedrooms, classrooms, study halls and Chapel.

early years the bedrooms were barren and walls were

iture consisted of a bed, sheet iron stove, bare floors, a pine

chair and nails in the wall to hang clothes on.

Supervision of dorms and off-campus living accommodations varied greatly

but not on the, basis of sex as might be expected. Among

women's colleges supervision ranged from very close attention to the students

to only very general supervision. A,t the co~educationai institutions a certain

amount of socialization between men and women studentswasinevit~:Le. In
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most of the colleges using of~~campu~ facil~t~es th~ supe~vision of these

accommodations was assigned to a faculty member or. a specific person. There

were few if any rules re.garding separate rooming houses for men and

women. At Oberlin and Antioch Colleges rooms were entirely separated and

no calls or visits were permitted in opposite sex rooms. Horace

referred to these type of arrangements as "architectural guardianship". In

the dorms student life was still under the supervision of the president and

faculty.

While at SOme colleges every hour was still accounted for there

general lessening of thea~bitrary rules in both number and detail as the

decades passed. Part of this was due to increasing enrollments and the

fo~eshadowing events that led to the Civil War.

Noise was still a major concern of all of the dorm heads and many

admonitions regarding are found in the rules and regulations. Due to

condition of the dorms there were also many rules concerning fire .
-----....--....--....--....--....,..-..------'

Surveillance of the dorms was still carried on in many of the colleges

by ~he requirement that all bedroom doors remain open at night and by the

right of all faculty to enter any room by force if necessary at any

frequent tours by the person in charge of the dorm. Surveillance became

less severe in the later years of the century.

The in loco parentis concept was beginning to change in the expansion

years because of increased enrollments, the separation of church and state,

and the changing aims and objectives of education and of the colleges. At

this time in some colleges there was a near disappearance of colle~e housing.

The regulation of student life eased up as the number of students increased.

'"
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Part 5, Civil War to World War I

town.

The idea of the "collegiate,way't was abo developed during these

a faculty and students wer,e not enough to make a college. It was an

to the residential scheme of things. It was respectful of quiet rural settings,

The ea:rly problems of co~education were not found in the

a l:.lit of "monkish i,gnorance" and proposed that students live with local

collegiate way would have required that cities had grown enough to provide

expansion years. The collegiate way was the idea that a curriculum, alil:.lrary,

dependent on dormitories and committed to dining halls. Not

room and board for students. The collegiate way did have its critics

families (Rudolph, 1962, pp.87-90).

At Williams College under the Presidency of Mark Hopkins,

as Benjamin Rush, I>residentof Dickinson College , who rejected dorms as, ,being

student body. Although dorms were the cheapest form of housing

dorms which could only accommodatel:.letwe@Il 130-140 students?jt>~~~~d~~± __

boarding developments provided an index to the changing character of the

many students moved to more expensive rooming houses. As

escape from college order and also a lack of concern on the

adequate and rather than build another dorm colleges looked to

college to provide adequate housing (Rudolph, 1956). This trend seen at

Williams College was also seen throughout the nation.

This trend towards extra-college housing reflected the desire of students to
'"

rather in providing proper housing. and oversight outside of the

Young women had no residence halls devoted to their use. It '. was" thought that

women were more affected by their place of residence than men, so· there was a
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life were veryand carefully. The rules which governed the girls'

where the comfort and well-being

unobtrusive so one couldn't be exactlY-sure what they were.

care of a college authority. The college resembled a large

concern in providing proper accommodations. So, some of the

Oxford which had separate units. To President Lowell of Harvard the

because girls couldn't live just anywhere, but had to be under the direct

for wholesome l~ving more than anything else.

Harvard advocated a system of residence halls as early as 1894.

Life at women's colleges such as Welleseley was vastly different from

against co-education was mor8.0t' a reaction against the lack of

that at men's colleges. Life at women's colleges was more concentrated

was a unified hall concept different than the early quadrangle system

residence hall was one of the most important parts of a group of refOrmS

separate community, each had its own master and a staff of proctors to
~

this new era of university organization. The first three·-x:es.idenc.e..J1...a....l ....l....s'--- .

insure order and decorum. Proctors were chosen from among

at Harvard were Standish, Smith and Gore. Each hall had a

frequented by Freshmen to assure acquaintance between proctOb

academic classes. The people who planned Freshmen halls looked

residents was necessary. Each hall had a cross-section

Some places of residence were limited to one year, so a

could accentuate some desirable note of diversity among'theirstlidents.
"

students could reside all four years of college. Harvard felt that the halls

the time when it would be possible 'to erect a superstructure of 'halls in which



thatliving. It was

III

from dormitories to residence halls which indicated a

phasis of the housin<;r0ffice (stone, 1971).

Harper of the University of Chicago included the building of four

new residence halls in the original plans of the University and bY

were seven residence halls on campus. The Chicago leadership was

in all matters of higher education and had an important

interest in housing among other midwest institutions.

Princeton University under the Presidency of Woodrow Wilson

quadrangle plan of housing where unmarried faculty could live

students so as to mesh thei~intellectual and social

met with much protest and was dropped, but it did serve the

attention to the value of the British residential sYl5tem

Lowell and Edwin Slosson began arguments in favor of residential housi~gthat

are still heard today. Colleges at this time were also

responsibility for the non-academic behavior of students. One of the reasons

for this was that the living conditions available to students in the community

Were less than desirable (?owell, 19691.

In this period there were other forces instrumental in the establishment

President Harper of the University of Chicago saw the value of the

residence halls and was.the first college

in the area of the residence halls. There was a resurgence

provided housing at the turn of the century. Harper of Chicago

Schurman of Cornell and Andrew West of Princeton and Abbott Lawrence Lowell

of Harvard were committed

23
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after

directlyGenerally professors were no longer interested in
~

The Dean of Men position was launched as a professional career at

delightful associations which add so much to the glory of college days

social changes worked against the enemies of the residence

If>

University of Illinois in 1901. Tommy Ark1e Clark became the

build residence halls (Rudolph, 1962).

-(Tinkle, 1961).

but it was the collegiate way and held young men to a common experience

In 1870 the absence of halls was seen to "deprive us all of those

of residence halls: (1) early women's colleges of the East, (

placed upon halls by Deans' of Women in the Middle West and,

patterns as a means to the collegiate way of life. The

of a rural college was a hall, they were often crude and lacking

(Rudolph, 1962, p.l00)." Tradition and sentiment

housing was :rio 16nger so readily available. Colleges had no choice but

to have the title Dean of Men, although not the first to have the

involved with students in the residence halls. Theis

was appoiritedDean of Men because the President

unpleasant disciplinary task and other related

with problems of discipline as well as his many other duties

this many other presidents realized the value of a dean to pass on this

were given increased freedom, sometimes complete, in managing

signalled the development of the period in higher education when students

curriculum experiences (Williamson, 1975).

class life which led to a great separation between in class and



to be

forerunner of a

students who had no

It was during this period that the position of housemother was prevalent.

Part 6, World War I to World War II

25

professionally trainedialthbugh professional training would be

the need for professionals in the residence halls was

years in the future.

In most schools dormitory management has continued to exist as an
independent problem often unaffected by advances made in scientific,
economic, and social fields. In many schools the administration
has been chieflY concerned with the financial problems of the
dormitory. Freqqently one who has filled the position of dormitory
matron has no spec::ia.lpreparation or qualifications for her work
beyond experience in looking after a small family household. The
type of service which she has therefore rendered has often neither
merited nor received professional recognition within the educational
or institutional field (Mc Intyre, 1978, p.v.).

recognized. During the Depression the halls were literally empty

Lyford, already in 1932, recommended that residence hall directors be

Very little developmental progress is found during this period, although

living at home was an economic necessity. Some colleges

repair and live in an old house. By 1933 there were 130

similar units of cooperative living. This movement spread

as an incentive for students to live in the residence halls.

Texas A and M a professor organized

ing men to have women in their rooms. To a certain extent the same thing was

occuring at a fe9n's colleges.suC::has Bennington,

strict parietal rules remained (Lee, 1970).

In the late 1930's some Ivy League colleges permitted

Part 7, Post World War II to the 1960's

Dean of Women, Dorothy Stratton in 1939. This was

Purdue University inaugurated the first Housemother's Training School under its



in residences

were 45""'60 years old and without family responsibilities.

housemother was useg to designate positions with college-age

• . . should not assume the role ofa parent
welfare of st nts in health matters, personal problems and
day to day conta s. As a counselor should be listener rather
than advice giver or refer students if problem is seriolls enough.
She must work wi a member of the dean's staff. Coordinate her
work with other staff (housekeeping, maintenance, food service).
Duties: (1) assignment of~ rooms and roommates and changes, (2)
supervise lobby or office desk, (3) general social supervision,
(4) hostesssing in the dining room and making table assignments,
(5) maintaining student records, (6) enforcing special regulations
(sign-out, late priveleges), (7) training and supervising student
assistants (Reich, 1964).

Besides the housemother training program at Purdue others included

The background of the housemothers included little specialized.' training,

connected with institutions of higher learning. Residence halls, fraternity

Student Personnel Program. The women involved in this training program

and sorority houses all had housemothers. It was a traditional role of

in the hall to determine the atmosphere of the hall, give students an image

early Dean's of Women to live in dorms as a chaperone. The housemother was

policies.

of the school, be a good listener and interpret school and residence hall

meager, usually a high schOOl diplOma with an interest in reading and keepirlg

few were college graduates. The educational requirements of

because of the stress of the job, other important factors included flexibility,

up with current events was all that was necessary. Good health was importaht

a sense of humor and not to be a perfectionist. Thejob-~desC'rfuJ?tiei'l.---f-e1':~--c----c-- ___

a housemother, with a few revisions, could fit the job of a contemporary

hall director:

Oklahoma University, Colorado State College at Greeley and Oregon State



also

residence

The pay was enough to live on but didn't permit much

Housemothers were asked £6 indicate whether they wanted to work with

residence halls. Major emphasis was put on management duties and how to

relate to young people. In addition to the summer programs,

housemothers on campus.

Since World War II college enrollment increases, college housing has

It wasn't until the years following World War II that residence halls

The earliest peer advisors were hired at Michigan State University by the

Some of the obligations of the housemother are outdated today

study usually included lectures, demonstrations and observations in the

had some type of planned program for the instruction and assistance afall

university. Programs were two .....week courses in the summer. The courses of

men or women because of·the different kinds of

savings. At the time the salary was from $100.00 to $225.00 per month

the different sexes.

room and board provided (Reich, 1964).

peculiarities of the period, yet it is interesting to note how Sl.ml.J.qr

position of houserri6therparallelsthat of·the

hall director.

experienced a lot of growth. After the war there was a

housing and the development of professional staffs.

residence halls, there were lIs specializing in: single students, married

students: single sex and co-edu ational halls. There was also

money provided for housing rojects on campus which led to the growth of

and enforcing rules and quiet hours. Women were still supervised by the

Dean of Women (Powell, 1969).

President at $800.00 per month and their duties included: roorninspect.ion,
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were built in mass quantities in America, because of the favorable conditions

for obtaining government loans for college housing. College populations

were swelling and there was a great overcrowding on campuses. With all the

veterans returning form the war, colleges were, forced to accept more re

sponsibi1ityfor the students on their campuses (Butler, 1964).

Federal money after the war made it possible to employ professional

staffs to administer the halls, housing finally became a part of the total

educational process (Kirkeide, 1978). Porta.ble dorms in the forms of Quonset

huts, trailers, prefabricated houses and converted barracks mushr00med all

over the country. Boarding houses a.rtd fraternity houses were converted into

apartments for families. Double and triple decker bunks were installed in

halls, some students were forced to stay in hotels. At Michigan State

versity, some students were moved on and off the gym floor

basketball schedule, at the University of Maine students lived in converted

poultry houses, at the University of Southern California

in a car for seven months and studied by the street lights, while others

lived in the basement of a funeral parlor.

The 1950's in the residence halls will also be remembered as the decade

of the panty raid; no one counted how many students were arresteq,failed,

were dismissed, suspended or put on probation as a result of such activit.ies.

Girls were also punished for giving epcouragement to the men (Lee, 1970).

After World War II the student personnel movement became more formally

organized on many campuses and the halls were seen as sources of educational,

personal and social. development. Housing of students became a professional

responsibility. Halls were a student personnel service arid their programs

included counseling, discipine and a variety of organized social and



eo.ucq,t.ional q,ctivities. :Hall directors had no consistent philosophy or

set of objectives. Some emphasized psychological services, others pushed

for social education and citizenship, others were concerned wi£hbe.ing

effective managers maintaining high residence morale (Williamson,

Part 8, 1960' sThe Decline of the Residence Halls~

Housing prograrns in the 1960's changed to combat off-campus migration.

The changes includedco-educq,tional halls, e. OPeD visita.tion,alcQholp:tiveleges,

apartment. style living units and projects to make halls look more a.ttractive.;

This was the time ofa shift on the part of manyuniversit.iesano.

to younger more professionally trained hall directors. Inthepast

of hall directors was purely sUbjective with not much thought given to what

characteristics a good hall director should have (Mc Intyre, 1978).

By the 1960's most institutions that had residence halls also

some form of counseling and proctoring for the students.

still wasn't. full recognizance for the importance of a

There was a growing conviction the halls could serve an

a practical purpose. This was evidenced by the changing dema.ndS th.:itwere

being made on ~the calibre and training of personnel needed to

idence halls.

The object.ives of the university were not always reinforced

in the 1960's (Tinkle, 1961). In 1961 Mueller stated that there were three

objectives of student housing: (1) provision of physical accommodations.,

(2) assistance in personal development, and (3) promotion of ac:a.o.eI'nic

learning. The objective of physical accommodations has very seldom brought

any debate and the second objective only minor controversy, the third objective

is the one that has been seen as controversial (Dresen, 1·972). During the
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(3) the interest role, and (4) the competency role.the authoritarian role,

During the 1960 's college$ built enough halls to house the populations of

Cleveland and Boston. In building these halls little thought was given to the

needs and interactions of individual students. Students resisted

these halls. Some institutions were still following policies established by

colonial colleges. There was also some difficulty in staffing the residence

halls because of the "control" role being forced on hall directors

Hall directors had to be verylIlotivated to help anduriderstandpeoplE:(Briggs,

1971) .

1969) •

Berkeley riots in 1964 students demanded the abolition of parietal rules and

in loco.parentis (Lee, 1970). It was in the 1960's that the different roles

of a hall director were first spelled out: (1) the· "bUddy

The 1960's were a time of conflict throughout the United

and universities were also affected by this state of national

did pave the way for the 1970's which saw some more advances

student personnel and n~jor revisions in the staff and structure

halls. Residence hall regulations we:re the most significant on-campus

issue for organized student protest.

In 1967 and 1968 the most frequent location for discussion r~iatedto

the goals of highe:r education were the residence halls (Williamson

1975). There was a conflict in operational goals concerning the :residence

halls. The administrator was responsible fiscally for the hall, which didn't

always coincide with the wishes of students, faCUlty, board and the pUblic.

The emergence of universal higher education precluded any real control over

admissions to residence hall systems (Eberle and Muston, 1969).



halls. Halls housed mostly freshmen and sophomore students with program

By the 1970 ~ s most urii.versitieshad a division of

separate fro.m academic depart1l\ents. One of the divisions of

is Housing. The Division of; Student Affairs for the most part is usually

Part 9, 1970's The Age of profess~onalism in the Residence Halls

In loco parentis is still operational in many residence halls and was

student personnel area. At larger universities the arrangement may be more

directed bya Dean of·Studentswho is in charge/of various directors

During the 1970's there was a decline in the construction of residence

Housing in the 1970's was planned to organize and

complex. The Director of Housing may be in charge of programming and Dus~ness

The legality of parietal rules was tested in the courts. It.was

or it may be split a,monghis staff CPowell,1969).

so in the 1970's also. Types of rules include hours for freshmen and women

and visitation rUles. Parents feel more secure with such rules.

fact that most undergraduates were minors, so the disciplinary

be restructured.

rights legislation called into ql1e§tion·. a lot

and educational programs of the college. Halls were supposed

and general intellectual development.

and personal value systems, receptivity and

invalid to require hall livlng for financial reasons but valid when a
~

to students (Schneider, 1977).

emphasis on orientation to college and the intellectual world, activities to

could show proof that residence hall living could provide educational benefits



had been inhibited both by thecomprehensive

provide a learning experience, and integration of the halls into the

conununity. There were fewer and fewer rules and regulations in

as students reflec:t:.egg:reater responsibility. Although the majority of
................ : : ~

students completing their graduate work in Student Personnel were getting

their entry level posit.ions in hO'l.1singi there was still a shortage of prOfession....

ally trained hO'l.1sing staff. The tasks of a hall director are often long

detailed and include such m'llndane tasks as making sure students don't mOve

beds in front of windows, rearrange desks or use

the other rules which are archaic remains frdm past customs and practices

(Greenleaf, 1969).

In the 1970's the developmentdfhall learning environments

generalist nature of live ....in professional staff positions and the retention

of student committee centered programming philosophy.

Many colleges and universities

and paraprofessional personnel in::t.he hope that

and for. students, by their being available when needed the social and

educational development of the residents would be ~_1-.~_~,,~ fl7~~','

Hudson, 1975).

The most prevalent problems that hall directors report in

deal with students in the 1970's were: career preparation and choice,

personal and social adjustments and behavioral control (Wenkelplich and

Domke, 1977).

Part 10, 1980's and Future Directions of Residence Halls

In some institutions housing has come full circle from the'Ehglish
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residential model to dormitories to residence halls back to the residential

model.

Some institutions are questioning employing professiona.l EeacF residemts

when there is a possibility of employing undergraduate head residents; Four

elements mC\y lead to changes in the operation and philosophy ofresidellce

halls: (1) rising costs, (2). student participation in decision making,

(3) lack of empi;J:;'icalsupport of the living-learriingmodel, and

evidence of paraprofessional effectiveness. Little research has. been done

to indicate halL director effectiveness. Evidence is needed to· justify the

expense of their employment {Hutchins', Yost and .Hill, 1976) ••

rn some :r:-espects housing units of the future will parallel thec:blleges

of European Renaissance universities •. Like their predecessors these units

will be advantageous for teachers and students alike by

conditions for teaching and learning (Greenleaf, 1969).

Students for economic reasons may be returning to the

they. must be made desirable. The primary emphasis in deallng>wH:Est.t1Cle:n.i:$

should not be on establishing regulations, but rather on getting

view the hall as a social system,· not merely a place to reside. Puritanical.

regulations no longer make sense in American higher e¢l.ucation (Sl:lCl.Y,l~f2~r•
................. ········~·~·.~····c· ···cce

Colleges have failed to win students over to the residencehallC()!lcept..

Students want freedom and privacy and individuality.

"



directors.

In this example one can point out three factors which could be

Tutors seldom lasted long enough to become experienced enough
at a.riYthingbutdodgingstonesthrownat their dormitory doors
by unappreciative students. Even experience of this sort was
not sufficient protection. At the University of North Carolina
in the 1820's wisdom required that one tutor's room be fortified
with wooden shutters. It was no wonder that tutors should on
occasion otherwise fortified themselves as didtwo.tutors at
South Carolina in 1827 who were dismissed for insobriety· (Rudolph,
1962, p.162).

"burn-out " •

"Burn-out" is a term that is intuitively grasped and accepted, yet at

Review of "burn-out" literature

"burn-out" among residence hall directors. Most research on "burn...out"has

extensively in student affairs or housing literature, it has been a perenniaL

problem. In the early annals of housing those responsible for the halls

concerned child care workers. Although the term "burn-out" is not found

Very little, if any, research had been done specifically related

were experiencing some job-related stress which today would be labeled as

by professors. These are problems which are familiar to

disillusionment and alcohol abuse. The tutor of the latelaOO's is also

described as being powerless, despised by students, and exploited or

as factors which contribute to "burn~out" if examined todal~yr;:·······.····Irle:KPei~~Pe-;-__--------

by the loss of concern for the people with whom one is wqrking. A persbh

It can be a painfUl, debilitating response to~work pressures characterized

the same time a phenomena about which there is little precise understanding.

may be labeled in a derogatory fashion and treated the same.

can assume a very cynical and dehumanized perception of people, clients



Professionals in student personnel see their work as satisfying, but

not always important on campus. The impact of job satisfaction on job

performance should be considered when looking at an organization~s potential

and resources. Morale as a criterion for measurement of "burn-out" and job

satisfaction is difficult to isolate and measure among employees. There

are many different factOrs involved in "burn.--out" such a.sdesignof the

job, quality of wo.rk life, social climate,' upward mobility, autonomy,

levels of constraint and stress and.demands, all which

looking at performance and evaluating an organization or an

degree of fit betweenorgariizational demands and individual

depend on one's perception of the job and of the position as either an

important career step or simply a job. Job satisfaction represents

important part of job behavior. Dissatisfied staff aren't

around. Job satisfaction and alienation are two criteria

to evaluate the morale of student personnel staff (Biggs, 1975).

security, salary, fringe benefits, responsibility, flexibility, involvement

in decision making and working conditions may also have some

the level of job satisfaction or stress.

Bryan (1977)· indicated that student affairs personnel ha.ve

field because they enjoy working in a college environment, enjoy the security

of employment in higher .education and want the flexibility and

offered in higher education. Some of these reasons for entering theprof§ssion

may not be realistic and could contribute to later career dissonance. There

is generally a high level of job satisfaction found in student affairs; The

younger professionals (23-26) were s)een by a National Association of Student



is that there are many opportunities in studentposition. One reason for

Personnel Administrators (NASPA) survey as being more dissatisfied than

professionals age 37 or over. Some of this may be accounted for by

not having been much of a commitment in the past in involving younger staff

members in decision making.

Many professionals seem to be employed in student affairspositipI1.s

without making a long-term career decision when accepting an entry-level

affairs as just a temporary phase in one's life.

The greatest dissatisfaction among residence hall directors

both with the pay rate and the work load. There is also dissatisfaction

because the residence hall director's position is no longer

be a lifetime occupation. The position is regarded as a two-three year

terminal position with upward mobiiltya.esirablethat.

in the residence halls can be contributed to several factors.

are all similar· in that. they area],l a means for a

him/herself. The factors -!include: upward mobility orientations,

advancement and individual advancement (Lewis, 1977).

There is a relationship between job satisfaction

However, "burn-out" is much more of an all encompassing phenomenon

job dissatisfaction. Job satisfaction or its absence is just

involved with the whole question of job-related stress.

Student personnel workers have not been anxious to devote

to positions in the residence halls. Many comp;ain-. about the low status

afforded these positions, long hours and lack or privacy. It is difficult to

recruit and maintain a competent staff for the halls. Job duties need to be



more attractive before the learning potential of the halls can be fully

realized (Williamson, 1975).

The question of job satisfaction in general has been around for most

of the twentieth century and has produced much literature.

with job satisfaction answers some of the questions associated with "burn-out",

but not all of them. Business and industry have supported such research

because the benefits of the research are seen as exceeding the costs. As

costs· increase in human services the alternative of this

management will become more attractive.

The literature concerned with effectiveness in counseling and other

helping relationships has some relevance to "burn-out". It has been shown

that a person who has certain key characteristics will be an

and one who doesn't will be ineffective. To be effective

empathy, respect, genuineness 1 concreteness,

immediacy, warmth, potency and self-actualization. If these

personality traits they can't be taught to someone. If they

counseling skills (i.e., one can't be trained to be

trained to make empathic responses) then they are skills which

If basic counseling skills are a part of professional training they

be helpful in preventing "burn-out" (Edelwich, 1980).

Ironically it seems that for a topic as recent as "burn-out" a

review of literature becomes obsolete as soon as it is pUblished. However,

there have been major contributions to the field "f "burn-out" by two of

the psychologists at the University of California at Berkeley, Christina

Maslach and Ayala Pines. Maslach along with Susan E. Jackson developed the

"Maslach Burn-out Inventory" which assessed for emotional exhaustion, negative



distance from clients (Edelwich, 1980).

Haslach's basic theory is tha.t after a long time of listening to other

self-evaluation as a helper and emotional

care a:'.:~

attitudes towards clients,

peoples' problems something inside of you can go dead and you don



(4) Use of humor is important.well in the residence halls.)

the "hall" rather than as individuals •. Another way is to describe things

precisely and scientifically, .or .to label a person by their irrnnediate

such as a "suicide". A person's accomplishments, hopes, feelings and beliefs
.............................•.•.__. __ ._-_._~

are disregarded.

Maslach points out some important ways that helpers can minimize the

probability of "burn~out". These include: (1) Make sharp distinctions between

your job and personal life, which confines emotional stress. (2) Minimize

a physical involvement in potentially tense encounters. (3) Go by the b()()k,

apply a formula to as many situations as possible. (This would work

There are many similarities between the causes and symptoms of

in the helping professions and soldiers suffering from battle fatigue.

analogy is accurate there probably has been "burn-out" for as long as

been wars which makes the historical significance of "burn~out" veryimport?-):lt.

Longer work hours· are correl?-ted with more stress

attitudes only when they involve continuous direct contact with

is good·· to have formal and informal programs available for staff to

problems and receive support. "Burn-out" rates have

for professionals who express, analyze and share their personal feeling~.With

colleagues. Some professionals are not well equipped to handle repeate~ intense

emotional interactions with people. Training should focus on personal stress,

what its sources are, what are good and bad ways of dealing with it, what

changes in attitude and emotion are and why they occur.

Each individual must als~ understand his/her own personal motivations for

his/her choices and what are his/her job expectations (Maslach, 1976) •

It wasn't until recently there was a formal recogntion of "burn~out" in the



characterized by several built in sources of frustration that may

Edelwich (1980) defines "burn-out" as a "progressive loss of idealism,

clinical settings where under~

"Burn-out" has causes that go deeper than long hours, low pay, insufficient

human services literature. Finally in the 1980's a name has been given to a

problem people always knewtheY1:lad. To a certain extent "burn~out"

a fad disease of the 80's. The term itself has only been in the professional

literature since 1974. It was identified by psychoanalyst Herbert J. Freuden-

was initially associated with professionals

stances. The history of and research on the term suggests that "burn-out"

berger in his articles on. staff dissatisfaction in help-giving facilities . It

was soon recognizedthat.the. term could be applied in many different circum-

paid and undertr.ained workers put in long hours providing direct services for

and a wider range.of opportu.niti~s.

sense when a helper's desire to help other people is frustrated:-=c'LBurn--ou-'b!L..dees-----

an overload of clients. Professional training helps some people as a remedy

to "burn-out" because it offers increased knowledge, status, power,

costs in business as it does in the human services. vllienever people are working

not occur with anything like the same regularity or carry with it the sa,rne social

energy and purpose experienced by people in the helping professions as a result

training and hierarchical subordination. "Burn-out" occurs in its most general

with people "burn-out" can be experienced. Vocations in the human services are

most appropriate in speaking of residence hall professionals. The five stages

workers to be ineffective and apathetic.

of the conditions of their work (p~14)." This definition appears to be the .

frustration, apathy and intervention. Most people upon entering a new job or

of disillusionment that occur during "burn-out" are: enthusiasm, stagnation,
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"Burn-out ll is not a linear occurence and is not necessarily inevitable.

field such as a hall director, experience high initial enthusiasm which if

allowed to take over could setthe.stage for later Ilburn-out ll •

reason given by people for entering a helping profession is to he~p

They may shortly experience disillusionment when the real world is found not

to be in harmony with the idealistic state. At this initial stage of "burn-OlIt'·

overidentification with the job and excessive expenditures of time and energy

are major hazards.

The second stage of "burn-out ll is stagnation. At this point the helper is

still performing their job, but they no longer find the job thrilling and

important. The emphasis is on personal needs rather than work obligations.

The third stage of IIburn-out ll is frustration. This is when a worker

questions the effectiveness of his/herwo:r:k and/or value of

at this stage that a person is most likely to experience emotional,

and behavioral problems as aspects of "burn-out ll
•

Apathy, which in effect is a psychological means of

is the fourth stage of IIburn"<'Out". A person may be frustrated with his/her job

but he/she still needs it in order to survive, so wil~ hang on while

really caring about the job.

Interventions which is labeled as the fifth stage of "burn-out", is more

accurately a reaction to the first four stages, and_can occur during

the above stages. Interventions is whatever is done in response to, or in

anticipation of: enthusiasm, stagnation, frustration or apathy to break the

"burn-out" cycle. Some interventions are more effective than others~ Every

person must find the intervention that will produce a lasting change in

him/her.



It is cyclical and can repeat itself. "Burn·-out" occurs across the board

without regard to age, sex, discipline or formal training.

of the negative aspects of "burn-out" is its contagion, "burn-out" being like~

a staph infection in a hospital gets around. It spreads from client to staff

to staff back to clients, so it could be called a "staff" infection (Edelwich,

1980) •

Some of the important concepts of Edelwich's five s~ageS of

follow. Much of what we know about "burn,;.Out" stems

between expectation and reality. This discrepancy is usually

first stage of "burn-out", idealistic enthusiasm. This stage calls

ventions as much as the other stages (stagnation, frustration and

biggest problem with emthusiasm is that it feels and

occurring. Interventions for enthusiasm are best made as early

new job, so people learn to moderate their experiences. New pr9fession~IS

to discuss how and why unrealistic hopes arise and what is

them.

It is also important for people to identify why

may not be important at first, but:when the

does become an important issue~_ The major avowed reason people

coming helpers is of course, to help people; however,

far less obvious reasons which one might not be aware

needed, a desire to be like the people who may have helped the~ in the past,

a desire to learn about on~s self, a desire to exert control. Most people are

"
not immediately aware of the possibility of these other reasons existing,

so if they are asked to ide,ntify why they entered the profession in the begin-

ning of their career, they may be able to avoid some of the disappointments
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(2) to

Enthusiasm comes

them are: (1) to expect simple solutions to complex problems,

expect universal and immediate success, (3) to expect that

are working with share your standards and/or commitments, (4) toexpect

training and, (10) to e:x:pect status.

that are inevitable when thejob.isnt' capable of fUlfilling these many and

varied expectations.

There are quite a few expectations associated with a

control, (5) to e:x:pec:tappreciation, (6) to expect direct contact

people you are working with, (7) to expec:t specific concrete tasks,

expect a rewarding work environment, (9) to expect opportunit~

high motivation but also from early successes and satisfaction from

tDveridentification with clients is a major link in the chain

es from enthusiasm to "burn-out". This comes from excess energy

lack of 'knowledge and experience in the field, confusion of a person'

needs and the clients. A lack of realism is what leaves one most
......~~~==.===--~~

and which may lead to eventual disillusionment.

The second stage of "burn-out", according to Edelwich,is

process of being stalled after the initial burst of enthUsiasm.

nied by a loss: of momentum, hope and desire. Stagnation has

of frustration in it. A personis·still doing his/her job,

capable of compensating for his/her personal needs not being met. Stagnation

often begins with the discovery that it is not easy to assess

of work, as was expected.

Edelwich believ~s that attitudes spread very quickly in huma~ services.

, Informal communication among colleagues is very important, but peerinfluenc:e



level position

coming from one source. A person

can have a negative as well asapositive effect on a person's attitude.

According to William Glasser, one is living in a small world when his/

her satisfaction in life

in a small world. The destructive cycle of stagnation is that

that create conflicts on the job a.ct to prevent one from building up the

support system that would give one strength in coping with these conflicts.

One is living ina srnallworld. The most iSOlated situation is thelive"'in

fad:ility where yourt<btalenvironment is affected by work. While Edelwich

does not specifically mention residence halls, these r'n1111'1

prime examples of live-in facilities which become small worlds for the people

living there, particularly the residence hall directors.

At the heart of stagnation is the feeling that one's career is at

end. This often accounts for the high turnover

point to the residence halls as a p~ace where many

begin their careers only to discover in a few years that they

to go from the residence halls.

One of the most tangible signs of career dead-end is

individual must evaluate his/her own psychological and physical T.,.,... ...4-...

which often is very difficult to do, but until he/she has done this

difficult to make any kind of career advancement, which

to stagnation. The most typical form of career dead-end strikesthefront-lirie

worker. In the Hous.ing Office this would be the residence hall director.. who

has the daily contact with the students. In this type of

one will feel a sense of powerlessness, no support for important decisions and

bad office politics. When you feel as if you have reached a career dead-end,
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in it,

this stage that

destructive

(1) the system is not responsible to the

(2) you may not be appreciated by your supervisors,

The thirdstageQf"b'ul:"I1~out"is frustration. It is

there aretwQalternatives: (1) dig a comfortable rut and

needs,

one really confronts the core of "burn-out". This is where great feelings of

powerlessness are experienced which can lead to

is something which can be experienced by many different types

various professional experiences. It is at this stage that a

will confl:"ont some of the givens of the system which are not easily

Some of the givens are:

(2) move up in the agency or profession. Often the first requirement for

advancement is further education. Perhaps that is one

a master's degree isbeirig required with increasing frequency

hall directors, it opens up more options for upward mobility for the hall

director after their residehcehall experience.

Constructively, one can attempt to make some changes within the system.

not be appreciated by your clients, (4) there may be too much

(5) you may not be sufficiently trained for the job.

things which can lead to frustration, these include:

dilemmas, competition, staff polarization, bad

the program, disappointment with peers, the list could

Frustration can be used asa source of constl:"uctive

Destructively, one c~n complain that nothing ever changes

itself make nothing but more bad feelings.

The last stage of "burn-out" which occurs (with the exception of

interventions) is a retreat into apathy. Apathy is a growing disillusion-



e'llery year the hall director is confronted with a high percentage of

ment wi.tl1.the jOP,tQgetl1er with a growi.ng dependence on the j04 for sur'lli'llal.

The last part of the "burn-out II cycle is inter'llentions. InterYE'!l1tiQI1s are

frustration. Apathy may be seen as boredom. Expectations

Apathy takes the form of a progres~i'lle emotional detachment on the

situation and then attempts at.remediation which bri.ngs about

there is a retreat from job commitment. First, there may be anger about

possibly lead

Commonly, it is possible to go through a "burn-out" cycle

One of the contributing factors leading to "burn-out"

situation. There can be group as well as indi'llidual apathy which GUUJ.U

people they are working with. You can see this

students as well as staff.

high turnover rateam~ng the professionals, but also the

of failure which leads to futility and finally indifference about

at this stage that the contagion of "burn~out" is

possible for some, because the job has become a matter of

bounce back and also the hardest at Which. to inter'llene

hea'llal.

six months to two or three years. Apathy drains enthusiasm
~~~~ ..~~~~ -:-__-L

at this point, to adapt or perish. A person can gi'lle up the

the prime concern for these people. Apathy is the hardest stage from. which to

the situation fa'llors the apathetic point of 'Iliew. One nas~caJ.J.

can gi'lle upon the job which is the worst form of apathy

*the worst thing about apathy is that it can last fore'ller withour a major up-



these four

Reality therapy

be self-initiated or in response to an immediate frus.tration or threat. They

may come from a person's own streng-thor on' the

the stepstakehto break the cycle of disillusionment.

Interventions can be temporary stopgaps or a real change, and can occur at any

~

stage, when it is almost too late. During enthusiasm, a person is having. too

much fun to realize there is a problem. During stagnation people don't

enough energy to do anything about the situation.

Some of the· deepest causes of "burn..out" can not be altered. There is

of the four stages of "burn-out", but most often occur during the frustrat:l<:>Jl

Reality therapy is a good antidote to "burn-out". Reality

apathetic it is a long way to :fight back.

personal, social or family life. Interventions that don't work

no magic to be found in interventions. Many crucial interventions

during off work hours, so it is important for a person to build a

addressing the surface aspects of a problem, time off used

changing jobs, but nothing else. All false interventions have in····..·~c·=--~~~~--=--=--= ---J

idea that a person can deal with "burn-out" once and for all with

expedient. True interventions involve the recognition that change is never

final (Edelwich, 1980).

espouses that everyone is individually responsible·forwhat is

areas you will have a feeling of well-being and self":worth,wb:ic:h is the

fulfill one's needs within the givens of reality.

to "burn-out" says to accept the givens and then understand them,

them and work with them. Reality therapy has four pathways to success:

love, worth, fun and self...discipline. If you are successful



tothe belief that individuals have the power to control

to attain feelings of.success or a success identity.

a success identity they choose the opposite, a failure identity. Failure as

opposite of "burn....out". A very effective method of dealing with ":Surn....out n

is to make a searching inventory of yourself based on the four

search includes a three-step process: observe, decide

selors or other helpers make plans to increase love, worth, fun and self

discipline they can deal effectively with "burn-out", "Burned-out

work harder and harder and accomplish less receiving little satisfaction from

their increasing number of activities. Glasser's reality therapy is

well as "burn-out" in reality therapy are basically described.as

feelings (Wubholding, et.al., 1979).

Rational emotive therapy as proposed by Ellis states that

keeps people from facing reality. It offers a step by step procedure

lyzing and redirecting one's thoughts and could be helpful........... ····c·~==~=-=~...=......=.......--...-.....--...-.-----,~

"burn-out" • If one believes that there is no solution to

or that his/her career is a dead-end, they will begin acting the

believe, so that beliefs become self-fulfilled prophecies

Responsibility is a key point in the Rational Emotive

take responsibility for his/her actions, but responsibility doesn't :neg~§§S:t:':l:LY

include the institution one is working for, because the institution will

not be responsible for you.

If a person sets realistic job expectations, he/she is l~ss likely to

experience frustrations. Set.ting realistic expectations is ju,ston§step in

avoiding "burn-out". Other steps are to: focus on job successes, not failures,



on processes, not results, keep a time perspective, don't iriterpret

of your job self-referentially.

Job related and personal interventions have been discussed. One area

that is very important in interventions is the organization as a whole. Human

services organizations will·have to admit that "burn-out" is a problem ahd set

aside time and money to deal with it (Edelwich, 1980).

Another forerunner in the literature of "burn-out" is Herbert J. Freuden-

berger. Freudenberger(1977) defined "burn-out" as, "to fail, wear out

become exhausted by makirig excessive demands on energy, strengths and resources

He sees ..burn....out .. as an occupational hazard being experienced by

numbers of workers in the field of helping people (Marriott, 1980,

A person who is burning out can't be identified by checking

of symptoms or behaviors because "burn-out" is unique

person may experience a vague and inarticulate stress for which he

name (Kaiser, 1980. p~7)~

Phillips and Marriott (1980) have developed three phases o'f uburn...,out"

as opposed to Edelwich's four stages. Their first stage is that

person begins a new year or position with a great deal of enthusiasmand...energy

(Edelwich's Enthusiasm Stage), as the year progresses and job demands

the person tires, losing some of the beginning of the

Stagnation, Frustration, Apathy). If demands escalate or remain at consistent-

ly high levels exhaustion develops and the once exuberant

During the second stage it becomes evident that the setting and demands

"of the job are causal factors and should bere-evaluated. Phillips and

Marriott do not go into as much detail of the stages of "burri---out" as does

Edelwich (1980).
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Workers must be aware of and avail themselves of the appropriate channels

The second phase of Marriott and Phillips' "burn-out" cycle

doubt and uncertainty about their ability and begin to judge themselves

personal sectors.

colleague. Many behav16ralresponses appear to be so corrunon that>theygenerate

little concern in the early stages of "burn-out". The individual .1s llsl.lal1y

50

all too aware of the changes, which can lead to a growing incongruenc§ between

the individual's self--iro.age as a.productiv§, creative, caring professional with

cues for action by other aware professionals. Behavioral signs are ~+~~n

understanding andc0!lcernexperienced in responding to

accompanied by physiological problems which are not so

Sp§c:ific:l:J§hayi,Qrssh9'WTl.by someone in a "burn-out"cycle can

a commitment to helping others and his/her preceived lack of creativethinki!lg,

Mattingly states that "burning-out" workers often experience painful

ideal standards of practive which can have detrimental results in work

cycle where interventions taken by the individual or an

"burn-out" to a stop. The first interventlion mentioned is

which interventions are appropriate. There are several points in

establishing realistic expectations of oneself andthep§ople

bitious prof§ssional who gets into trouble by

imposed or inherent in the position isn't important. Clear

This may s§em like. a simplistic precaution, yet it is often the energetic

through expectations that are too high. Whether these expectations are self-

yearly or semester goals with periodic review can prevent ne§dlesswastes

of energy.

for input, decision making and information flow. Peer group support and com-
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structures, and (5) in-service training.

In order to avoid "burn-out" there must be a commitment on the part of

the individual. Phillips and Marriott (1980) have developed from their research

(4) flexible work

pressure which can contribute to

(3) opening channels of communication,

competence, isolation

Final interventions are more limited in number and more1.lrgent

in nature. If the "burn-out" cycle·is allowed to continue beyond

"burn-out" point the individual often has no

from the situation.

There are five general areas which provide a basis fromwIlJ.(,.;ll

out" program can be developed: (1) setting realistic expectations,

establishing clear goals to help the professional in making

between the over-all mission of the university or office and his/herdaily

munication among staff helps to lessen the pressure. As the individual ser...

iously tires, the appropriate interventions become less preventative, and

more remedial and urgent. One remedy is to provide qreater

work setting. Breaks or time-outs can be initiated by staff or supervisors.

Rotation of responsibility ,task variety and delegation can also behelpf'lll.·.

This could work in the residence halls by perhaps changing halls every year

or changing the out-of--hallresponsibilities.

A significant interyentionthat can be both preventative and remedial is

ongoing in...service training. This ca,nP::t:'0vide a

back. Freudenberger feels that training staff is absolutely essential to

the diminishing and prevention of "burn-out". Staff

time for informal socialization which can help

understanding with regard to such issues as racism or sexism

for ongoing skills development which can help to decrease

work,
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(10.) say no when

(6) go to lunch with an enthusiastic

(8) take a short walk, spend five

(13) put yourself in a position where you

(7) list Hhyper" habits,

is to be aware of the potential problem areas, the second step

~

decide whether they are reasonable, then ask what_pressures we have to deal

positive action. We need to be aware of what messages we are receiving from

with daily and what demands are made in different roles. Understanding internal

ourselves. We need to analyze the expectations we have set for ourselves and

to health, diet and sleep and (20) exercise daily. (Marriott, 1980 --..•..... ···-c·cc·~CC=··=C=-=C=-~~~-'------'-------

meditation techniques, (18) talk to a significant other, (19)

be traced prepare for them, (17) reenergize yourself

and external forces helps to provide a realistic picture of where we a.re

emotionally. These forces change constantly and must be reexamined periodically.

a build up of stress". He feels that professional educators

Leafgren (1981) defines "burn-out" as "emotional exhaustion

for every possible contingency. He feels the first step to preventing ""burn-oi.lt"

susceptible to "burn-out" because they are expected

don't need to feel bad, (16) keep track of your down moods, if

you and visit people who make you feel good, (15) make a list

sell yourself or one of your ideas, (14) collect appreciation that is due

a task until it's done,

person,

you need to, (11) ask for help, (12) focus on immediate goals and work

minutes alone, (9) write written reminders for yourself,

discuss business at lunch or on break,

ing your office, looka~ound outside, (3) pay less attention to time,

(4) don't make your "to doH list too long and prioritize items, (5) don'

require more commitment and discipline: (1) get up earlier, (2) before enter-

twenty helpful hints for people to avoid "burning-out". Some are simplel qthers



Prevention of "burn-out" begins with finding satisfaction from work

personal life. You should know what you like to do each day and focus on

Along with disagreeable tasks every day you should plan some

into your schedule. Delegate tasks that don't fit your personal skills.

You must accept the idea that you can 't do everything (page, 1981,p.4).

Veniga (1979) defines "burn-out" as " a debilitating psychological

condition brought abotit by work-related frustrations that results in lowered

productivity and morale (p.4S)". "Burned-out" employees tend to be non

producers. "Burn-out"has its etiology in the failure to realize one's

expectations. Everyone has a "script" which is the way they approach life,

how they relate to others, how they spend their time, what they value.

"'scripts" can contribute to work frustrations and perhaps to "burn-out".

They are: (1) Trust only yourself which makes a person very autocratic,

(2) Everybody should see the world as I see it, which is assuming my

ceptions of the world are correct ones and (3) I'm going to

it kills me, which is the sign of a workaholic. A

irritated at anyone who doesn't accept his advice, has general feelings

depression, is unable to break out of the depressed cycle, has

him/herself and is no longer engaging in risk-taking behavior.

Ways to prevent "burn....out" include: having separate space

and "from work". People must create a meaningful existence outside the

working environment. "To many people, their work is an important

of themselves. You should balance your life between work, recreation and

companionship. It is also important to have feedback between staff members

and supervisors.· To stay alert, young in spirit and inquisitive is to

prevent perpetual "burn-out" (Veniga, 1979).
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HelpirigOEhers may-not be totally ·fulfilling. It appears that full-time

professional counselors "burn-out" after a period of one to four years.

disillusionment begins already in graduate school.

that some people don't have the capabilities to control their own responsibil-

ity. Basically, a great deal of discrepancy is found between training and

on-the-job experiences. Very often student services professionals find them-

selves in a kind of an educational limbo(not faculty, not administrator}.

This can lead to alientation on the part of the professionaL They face

demand and low regard situations constantly. Often they

positive feedback about their work. It is important for student

professionals to be involved in other functions, rather than, for example,

strictly housing. It is also important to have personal hobbies

Shelton, 1976}.

Too many years of trying to manage the unmanageable and chanqe

changeable has the power to devestate. Dropping out is often a solution chosen

by the. "burned-out". Problems could arise for a

an administrative problem using counseling techniques. The anxiety qfbeing

the bad guy can kill an effective administrator.

"Burning-out" people need to learn how to relax futile efforts to undo

the past and control the future in order to have the consciousness available

to enjoy the present (Vash, 1980).

Progessionto disillusioment or "burn-out" is common among peopJ.e

are so bUSy helping others they neglect their own needs. Detached concern

is very difficult for people to find. They are not trained .t.o get that little

psychological distance wit~out losing their concern for people; Terminal
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"burn-out" includes souring on self and humanity.

Some ways to cope with "burn-out." are to stay in the same job for a

while, while looking for new aspects of the job to master,

taking some initiative. Develop·an incremental reputation by writing for

professional journals and getting involved in professional organizations~

No bell is going to start clanging to let you know that you've reached

the middle ground, when you can empathize without always hurting, when you

can stand back from a problem j.ust enough so it doesn't overwhelm you. You

must be in tune with your own feelings,· trust them, share them, use

constructively, so you'll know when you're edging toward total detachment

or overinvolvement(Shubin, 1978).



Item 5 asked the respondent to break down his/her time according to per-
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The final instrument consisted of six items. Four items concerned demo-

"

A pilot survey was developed in order to reveive input into

by residence hall directors in the state of Wisconsin. In order to measure

Method

job-related stress that .has been popularly labeled

Residence hall directors have prolonged and intimate contact with

students. This, along with other job responsibilities , may produce a form of

Chapter III

been little research conducted concerning "burn-out" among residence hall

ii-' ..............~

directors.

This study attempted to measure the level of "burn-out

the level of "burn-out" a descriptive survey instrument was designed

author.

Design

in format and content for the final instrument. The

related to the position of residence hall director and

twenty items asking for demographic information and

used in developing the second and final instrument for

colleges in the state of Wisconsin.

residence hall directors in the four year private and state

centages spent performing responsibilities related to the position of residence

(Appendix A). The comments and information gathered from

graphic information and called for short answer replies or circling of

appropriate responses (Appendix B).
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The pilot instrument was' distributed to the eleven residence hall

The questionnaire in its final form was mailed along with a

57

La Crosse hall directors were eliminated from the final

Madison, Milwaukee and La Crosse (Appendix C).

hall director in four specific areas. Item 6 was comprised of

The final copy of the survey' ins.trument was' distributed to the

contrihuting :factors. Items'S and 6 were the-inain focus' of the study

to indicate the extent to which they-were personally affected by these various

considered to contribute to "burn-out" (Edelwich, 1980, Marriott

affected" and "1" being "not at all affected", the hall directors were asked

answered the major research,questiop$ stated'in Chapter 1.

Warnath and Shelton, 1976). Using a Likert scale with '15" being Ugreatly

hall directors in the four year private and state universities

at the University of Wisconsin-La Cros.se in January of 1981.

Sample

return rate from the pilot questionnaire.

directors at these two universities was not available.

the state of Wisconsin with the exception of the

no follow up letter was necessary.

stamped return envelope the first week of March, 1981. The deadline date for
~

I the return of the questionnaire was March 13, 1981. Of 136 surveys mailed,

I .103 were returned for a 76% return rate~ Due to the initial high response rate,

were participants in the pilot proje'ct. The residence hall
".I Universities of Wisconsin at Madison and Milwaukee were not surveyed because
'If
I
I the time of application of the instrument an accurate listing ofcUrrE::1ntihall
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Analysis

Discriminant analysis and analysis of variance were used to answe~

research questions stated in Chapter T. Statistical comparisons were made

beh.;een private and public.co11eges and universities in terms of the "burn...

out" factors found in the survey.

Descriptive information from items 1...4 will be found in Chapter

Two discriminant ana1yseswere performed on the data. The first anal.vsJ.s

compared the two types of institutions (private and pUblic) in terms

"burn-out".

The second discriminant analysis identified the "burn-out"

that discriminated between the different roles of a residence hall director

namely: Administrator, Counselor, Disciplinarian, Educator or COmbJ.nea.

Through these computer analyses several significant

identified and described. A Post-hoc comparison were

data using the LSD method.

A correlational matrix, which was a by-product of the discriminant

analyses was also examined in order to further understand the prlerl~nenon c. . .

of "burn-out" among residence hall directors.

A mean and standard deviation were computed for each of

"burn-out" factors. A mean was computed for each of the six items included

in the questionnaire. Item 6 concerning which factors contribute

to "burn-out" was rank-order.ed from highest to lowest.
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Chapter IV

Results

The data collected in the survey portion of this study provideddemo~

graphic information on residence hall directors in Wisconsin and their working

conditions and hall dir.ector responses thought to comprise "Burn-out". Turning

first to the demographic characteristics of the hall directors who responded,

their answers to the first four questions of the survey are shown in Table 1.

As seen in the table several salient characteristics of 'the hall

in Wisconsin are identifed. The average age of a hall director is 25,

sex of the hall directors is almost split in half with a few more

males, and by far the majority of the hall directors are single.

Concerning their residence halls, 200-300 was the size of

number of halls of the hall directors who responded, most halls

educational with a combination of students from all four classes represented.

For support staff, the numbers 6-11 represented the

third of the respondents' staffs.

Almost half of the hall directors are in the first year of their present

position and according to the data, the majority of the

either 40 hours or less.or between 40-50 hours per week performing their

job responsibilities.

The data from questions 5 and 6 were analyzed and arranged in two ways:

one way was to analyze the data by type of institution (private or pUblic),

the second way was to analy~e the data according to the role in which the

hall director spent the greatest percentage of time performing his/her job

responsibilities.

Questions 5 and 6 provided the information to answer the research

questions presented in Chapter I. To review, the main research questions of

59
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56
44

58
45

80
23

18
26
34
12
13

5
98

18
36
15 l.5
32 32

50 48
29
14 14
10 10

35 34
38 37
17 16
13 13

NUMBER
103

25
25
26

21-50

SEX OF STUDEl-j'TS IN THE RESIDENCE HALL
Male
Female
Co-educational

NUMBER OF STUDENTS IN THE RESIDENCE HALL
Less than 100
100-200
200-300
300-400
400 Or more

MARITAL STATUS
Single
Married

Sample Size

J,~:~::;;:;'..;'-

Table 1

SEX
Female
Male

DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION

AGE
Median
Mode
Average
Range

CLASS COMPOSITION OR RESIDENCE HALL
Freshmen
Combination of all four classes

SUPPORT STAFF (R.A. 'S, DESK MANAGERS, SECRETARIAL STAFF)
1-5
6-11
11-15
15 or more

LENGTH OF TIME IN PRESENT POSITION
l3t year
2nd year
3rd year
'4 or more years

AVERAGE HOURS SPENT WORKING IN A TYPICAL WEEK
40 hours or less
40-50 hours
50-60 hours
60 hours or more



this

(1) Is "burn-out" a phenomena which is found among

directors?

(2) vJill "hurn-out" be more prevalent among younger pro:l;essionally

trained hall directors as opposed to the older non"'professionallytrained

hall directors?

(3) Hall directors have four major areas of responsibility:

arian, counselor, educator and administrator. Will those hall directors

whose greatest percentage of time is spent in the disciplinarian

greater degrees of "burn-out" than those who devote the majority of

time to the other three areas?

(4) Are there some aspects of being a hall director such as:

four live-in responsibility, low salary, lack of input into decision making

and lack of personal time outside of the residence hall which contribute

more to "burn-out" than other aspects?

(5) How should "burn-out" be conceptualized in

of residence hall director?

(6) What is the historical impact of

hall directors?

To empirically assess the phenomena of "burn-out"

analyses ':Jere performed on the data, one focusing on priv·,'ce/publicschool

differences, the second on the primary roles of the hall ~;~O~T~~C

sa~ple. Neither of the analyses resulted in statistically signi:l;icant

differnces among the groups analyzed.

The first analysis was performed to discriminate the difference between

the responses of individuals in the two types of institutions surveyed,

,~'1-::"";~;';::"•
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6

58

10

13

13

100

PER~ENTAGE

11

60

13

13

103

NUMBER

ADMINISTRATOR

ROLE IDENTIFICATION

PRIMARY ROLE

COUNSELOR

DISCIPLINARIAN

EDUCATOR

COMBINED*

TOTAL

Table 2

..

to be E. <.4215; well below a level indicative of "real" differences betwee.n

The significance levIes of the discriminant analysis to discriminate

Every hall <:iirector in the sample was classified according to the role

(private and public). ~h~~igDificance level for this analysis was found

hall directors in private and public unlversities and colleges.

in which they spent the greatest percentage of time performing as a residence

hall director, according ··to their answers to item number 5 (Table 2).

*Thirteen hall directors were unable to be

primary role as a residence hall director and therefore are listed

Combined category. These thirteen people did not spend a 4LIO.JV.r. ... \.o)

time performing their duties as a residence hall director in any of the

four roles, but rather in a combination of two or more roles.

the differnces among the four perceived roles of the hall

not found to be statistically significant (Table 3) •
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Table 3

p~

.01

.06

.04

.411

.874;

.961]

p.c:::..

.978C

ADMINISTRATOR

ROLE

DISCIPLINARIAN

COUNSELOR

EDUCATOR

WACTOR

r.rOO MANY HOURS

bVERDOSEON PEOPLE

124 HOUR LIVE-IN
!RESPONSIBILITY

ROLE SIGNIFICANCE LEVELS

In the first anlysis which attempted to discriminate

Table 4

SIGNIFICANCE LEVELS FOR THREE FACTORS

Although the data as a whole were not found to be

The lack of significance found from the discriminant analyses

A post-hoc t-test was performed to determine where the significance for

attributed to several factors. Two of these factors are statistical in

nature: the small number in the sample (103) and the large number of "burn-

out" factors analyzed (20).

icant, several individual variables were found to reflect sLqnLrLCan~

differences through the discriminant analyses.

public), the factors found to be significant were:

of the individuals from the two types of institutions

Appendix D.

A complete Table of Significance for all the "burn-out" factors is found in



Table 5

Table 6

T-TEST RESULTS

.07 I

.06

E<

.05

.05

.07

FAcrOR GROUP MEA..'1

TOO. MANY HOURS PRIVATE 2.78
PUBLIC 3.40

24 HOUR LIVE-IN PRIVATE 3.40
RESPONSIBILITY PUBLIC 3.87

OVERDOSE ON PEOPLE PRIVATE 2.75
PUBLIC 3.22

SIGNIFICANCE LEVELS FOR FIVE FAcrORS

BOREDOM

24 HOUR LIVE-IN RESPONSIBILITY

UNIVERSITY RED TAPE

FAcrOR

DEPRESSION

TOO MUCH PAPERWORK

In the discriminant analysis performed to determine the differences

In order to determine ..where the significance of the "burn-out" factors

demonstrated the public school means were significantly higher than.the

the difference betweentne means. for the data exists. The t-test results

private school mea,ns for·the three factors found to be significant in the

discriminant analysis (Table 5).

among the five identified roles of a residence hall director, several'

factors were found to be significant (Table 6).

'-;.;~......-

in .Appendix E.

A complete Table of Significance' for all of the "burn-out" factors is found

exists for the five identified roles of a residence hall director (Administra-

tor, Counselor, Disciplinarian, Educator and Combined), a post-hoc one-way



analysis of variance and least squared difference (LSD) procedure (Student's

t-test between group means, which is exact for unequal group sizes),

performed on each of the five significant factors identified through the .

discriminant analysis. As noted in Table 6, these factors were: Boredom,

Depression, 24 Hour Live-in Responsibility, University Red Tape and Too

Much Paperwork

Each of these factors will be examined individually.

mean of one group may be higher than the mean of another group, but~tb.~b.:igb.~I:'

mean isn't significant, it could be due to small subsample size, which makes

it extremely difficult to obtain significant differences

significance testing-and statistical inferece.

For the "Boredom" variable on the "bUrn-out" scale,

ministrator and Disciplinarian reported being more affected by boredom

a factor contributing to "burn-out" than the role of Counselor

Table 7

BOREDOM VARIABLE
GROUP

MEAN GROUP COUNS. COMB. ADMIN. EDUC. DISC

1.18 COUNSELOR

1.62 COMBINED

1.90 ADMINISTRATOR *
2.17 EDUCATOR

2.30 DISCIPLINARIAN *
* Indicates where differences among the groups exist.

For the "Depression ""variable on the "burn-out" scale, the roles of

Administrator and Disciplinarian reported being more affected by depression

as a factor contributing to "burn-out" than the role of Counselor, and the



rol~s of Administrator and Disciplinarian were found to be more affected by

DISC

*

GROUP

*

*

COUNS. COMB. ADMIN. EDUC.

*

*

*

COUNS. COMB. DISC. ADMIN. EDUC.

COUNSELOR

GROUP

COMBINED

EDUCATOR

ADMINISTRATOR

DISCIPLINARIAN

2.00

MEAN

2.00

DEPRESSION VARIABLE

GROUP

Table 8

2.47

24 HOUR LIVE-IN RESPONSIBILITY VARIABLE

2.85

1. 73

For the "24 Hour Live-in Responsibility" variable on the "burn-out"

For the "University Red Tape" 'variable on the "burn-out" scale, the

,mAN GROUP

2.73 COUNSELOR

3.38 COMBINED

3.77 DISCIPLINARIAN

3.87 ADMINISTRATOR

.17 EDUCATOR

Combined role (Table

role of· Discipliria::fian:·was also more affected by depression than the

be more affected by 24 hour live-in responsibility as a factor

scale, the roles of Administrator, Disciplinarian and Educator

to "burn-out" than the role of Counselor (Table 9).

role and the Disciplinar~an role was also more affected than the Counselor

role (Table 10).

university red tape as a factor contributing to "burn-out" than the Combined

r:.~.-;;:::;-



role (Table 11).

much paperwork as a factor contributing to "burn-out" than the

GROUP
EDUC. COONS.

*

*

COUNS • EDUC. COMB.

*

*

COMB.

TOO MUCH PAPERWORK VARIABLE

GROUP

COMBINED

EDUCATOR

DISCIPLINARIAN

COUNSELOR

ADMINISTRATOR

MEAN GROUP

2.23 COMBINED

2.33 EDUCATOR

2.37 COUNSELOR

2.93 ADMINISTRATOR

3

For the "Too Much Paperwork" variable on the "burn-out" scale the

UNIVERSITY RED TA~E VARIABLE

Table 11

Table 10

2.23

2.32

MEAN

1.64

2.54

Along with the discriminant analyses, two correlational llla.l..L.I.\,':~::;

1.67

For the analysis of the differences among the responses from the individ-

of Administrator and Disciplinarian were found to be more affected by

produced. These correlational matrices identified SOI,;e rather strong

correlations among some of the identified "burn-out" factors.

uals from the two types of institutions surveyed (Private and Public), those

factors with the highest correlations are listed in Table 12.

~"..;;,"'"U'....-~
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HOURS LIVE-IN GOALS RECOGNIT •

• 70

.57

.64

.85

.56 .57

ETINGS

PRECIATION

ISILLUSIONMENT

FACTOR HOURS LIVE-IN GOALS RECOGNIT~ APPREC:

'MEETINGS .70

OVERDOSE ON PEOPLE .57

DEMANDS .63

PPRECIATION .86

~

Table 13

FIVE ROLES CORRELATIONAL MATRIX

Table 12

PRIVATE AND PUBLIC SCHOOL CORRELATIONAL MATRIX

DISILLUSIONMENT

The second correlational matrix determined the correlations ~~~~~

The twenty factors which were included in the survey as being contributing

A complete Correlational Matrix for Private and Public school factors

found in Appendix F.

factors from the discriminant analysis for the five

residence hall director. Those factors with the highest

found in Table 13.

A complete Correlational Matrix for the five roles of a residence hall

director factors is found in Appendix G.

factors to "burn-out" were rank-ordered according to their mean from highest



to lowest. The higher the mean the more affected a person was by that

".'C"""""-

1.37

1.37

2.76

2 .. 78

3.69 1.27

2.061.06

MEAN S.D.

2.46

2.31

2.35

2.62

2 .. 60

1.98 1.28

1. 86 1.03

INSUFFICIENT SALARY

RANK ORDER OF "BURN-OUT" FACI'ORS

LACK OF APPRECIATION

UNIVERSITY RED TAPE

TOO MANY HOURS

FAcrOR

EMOTIONAL EXHAUSTION

OVERDOSE ON PEOPLE

ISOLATION FROM PEERS

24 HOUR LIVE-IN RESPONSIBILITY

CONFLICI'ING PERSONAL AND WORK RELATED DEMANDS

CONFLICTING PERSONAL AND WORK RELATED GOALS

LACK OF RECOGNITION

TOO MANY MEETINGS

LACK OF DIRECTION

DEPRESSION

DISILLUSIONMENT

LACK OF PROFESSIONAL TRAINING

Table 14

CAREER DEAD END

NOT ENOUGH SOCIAL LIFE

BOREDOM

TOO MUCH PAPERWORK

contributing factor to "burn-out". Standard deviations

factors are also given (Table 14).
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Chapter V

Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations

Surrnnary

The purposes of this study were: (1) to examine the history of. university

student housing and its implications for contemporary residence hall directors;

(2) to determine if "burn-out" was a phenomena being experienced by residence

hall directors in the four year private and public universities and colleges

in the state of Wisconsin; (3) to determine through survey methods,

any, differences existed among residence hall directors in the

public universities and colleges in Wisconsin; (4) to determine

discriminant analysis, one-way analysis of variance and least squared

(LSD) procedure if there was a significant difference

being experienced among residence hall directors, indicating great@pt

of time'spent in one of the four identified roles of a residence hall director:

Administrator, Counselor, Disciplinarian and Educator; -

Which of the twenty "burn-out" factors included in the survey

the most significant effect on residence hall directors.

A pilot survey was conducted among the eleven residence hall

at the University of Wisconsin-La Crosse in order to develop an improVed

survey for distribution to the hall directors throughout the state. There

was a 100% return rate from this pilot survey.

137 residence hall directors in the four year private and pUblic

universities and colleges in Wisconsin were included in the final survey

and were sent a questionnaire asking for demographic information and

responses to two questions related to the question of "burn-out" were also

included. There were 103 responses from the sample for a return rate of

76%.
70
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directors in the role of Counselor were found to score lowest on

ual "burn-out" factors were found to be significant. Through a post-hoc9,I1alysis

According to the one way analysis of variance performed on. the

determi!').e if there was a significant difference between

"

-'-"-~~--"""'~-"_.~:'------~-:-""""""""

it was possi.pletogetermine.where the significance for these factors occur.red.

universities and colleges in terms of how affected the hall directors

universities and colleges, or among J::i:sip. five identified roles ofaresidence ~--

There was a significant difference fo~d between private

The majority of residence hall directors in the sample (60)

directors at the state universities were. found to

In terms

hall director, no statistical significance was found. However, several individ-

the amount of people contact, and 24 hour live-in responsibility.

items while the directors primarily involved in the roles of Administrator

the private colleges and universities on these "burn-out" items.

Combined category were seen to be in a "neutral zone".

and Disciplinarian scored higher. Hall directors who perceived the greatest

hall director being in an administrative capacity. This is especiall)

percentage of their time in the role of Educator or who were listed in

Discussion

their greatest percentage of time performing their responsibilities

environments, then there will have to be more of an examination of percellived

hall director responsibilities. There may be a commitment to living-learning

interesting when today there is an emphasis on residence halls

learning environments. Only six residence hall

of housing offices to develop their residence halls as living-learning

primarily in the role of an Educator. If there is a commitment on the
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environments in theory, however in reality the halls may be seen as more of

a business operation which could account 'for the high number of hall

who perceive themselves primarily as Administrators.

Very few hall directors identified themselves as

Something that may account for this low number is that some of the functions

of a Disciplinarian could also be seen as administrative. Also, the concept

of in loco parentis is no longer so prevalent as the age of majorit~

society have changed. There may be quite a few similarities

between the roles of Administrator and Disciplinarian and some

probably have a tendency to identify themselves primarily

when they may perform quite a few Disciplinarian functions. There are

negative connotations associated with the term Disciplinarian. Perhaps if

the role was labeled differently, but with the same responsibiliti~l::Cl.l3l399i.C1:l:eci

with it, some of the people who identified themselves as Administrators
~..:........--------'-..:........~--~~~

would have been identified as Disciplinarians.

On the "burn-out" scale the respondents reporting themselves in

of Administrator and Disciplinarian were those who in general scored

on the "burn-out" items.

On the "burn-out" scale the role of Couns.elor was the role

least affected by the various "burn-out" components. One possible explanation

for those residence hall directors who perceived their greatest percentage

of· time in the role of Counselor being least affected by "burn-out"

that they may have had more professional training in the areas ofc0tl!l!3E!:l~!lg

and g1"lidance than some of the other residence hall directors. With this

counseling background a person may be more aware of "burn-out" and know

now to deal with it, should they begin to "burn-out" as a residence hall

director. Another suggestion as to why the residence hall directors who
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perceived themselves in the role of Counselor reported feeling less

out" is that their responsibilities may be more rewarding than

ities of an Administrator or Disciplinarian.

The role of Educator.had almost a neutral position as far as·"burn....Qut"

was concerned. The Educator group was not seen as more or less affected than

any other group. The Educator group was·· such a small sample size (6)

comparison to the other g:r;QUPS significant"differences

.. groups would be. ve:r;y •• difficultt6distinguish.

According to the data for several specific items from the sample,

residence hall directors from the state universities are moreaffectedhvt-ht:>

various components of "burn-out" than the residence hall directors.fromthe

private colleges and universities~ The three "burn-out" factors which

revealed significant differences between private and public school

directors were, "Too Many Hours", "24· Hour Live-in Respons:i1:>:i.l:ity~~,a;lJnu,;dy. ~--=........,....--....--_~

"Overdose on People". These factors could be grouped together into

. of "people contact". For the most part, the state universities in Wisconsin

are much larger than the private colleges and universities. The

at the state universities no doubt have more daily contact with a larg~I11.lIlll:>er

of people than do the hall directors from the private colleges and universities ..

Although some of the hall directors from the private colleges and universities

may have responsibility for some halls the same size as those of

universities, the hall director from the state university would proPCl.ply

have more out-of-hall student contact than the hall director from the .. private

collega.s and universities. Thus, the quality of "people contact" for the

hall directors at the private schools may be higher due to structural conditions.

The average size of the private college or university residence hall is 100-

200 students, while the average size of a state university residence hall is



"burn-out" did not seem to have much of an effect on the residence

. -
The correlational matrices included in Chapter IV indicated very

contributing factor to "burn-out" was "Lack of Professional Training".
=----.-C.-------.-C.,.--,----,---------=

One variable which was pointed out in the literature as being

directors who participated in the survey.

,~"".;.;;..:;;=

chances of experiencing "burn-out". This is something which is

200-300 students as indicated in Chapter IV, Table 1.

for universities and colleges to consider in the construction

residence halls. If the Dumber of professional staff can't be increased

It appears that too much contact with people can

smaller. Being responsible ,for too many students may subtract from a

certain other factors which might have been expected to contribute U.Lyrl.L)

According to the survey, "Lack of Professional Training" had the third

residence hall director's effectiveness.

the paraprofessionalsta.ffcould be increased to make the student-staff

Although individual "burn-out" factors were found to be significant,

mean of the twenty "burn-out" factors (2.06). This fact was particularly

professional training, this is particularly true for the private colleges and

surprising since not all of the hall directors included in the

universities. One reason for "Lack of Professional Training"

of the hall directors were in their first year of being a hall

perceived as important in contributing to "burn-out" may be that almost

perhaps have not felt a need for professional training. Another possible

reason for this low mean may be that hall directors may be reluctant to

admit that their training was not adequate.

valuable information can be utilized by citing which factors are highly

_high correlations among a number of the "burn-out-" variables. Potentially



have also been a problem in measurement because these two

meetingsstress in the other area.

and "Lack of Recognition"~ This may be due to appreciationaridrecognitiotJ.

(1) that more research be conducted concerning the role of residence

being defined as the same. This is an area in which residence hall t~~irii~g

(2) that those universities who are not providing some form of in-

correlated. The highest correlation was found between "Lack of Appreciation

Another very high correlation.was found between "Conflicting Personal and

There was also a . .90 :rEeJ.ai:ionfound .between "Too Many Hours".and "Too

Many Meetings". By improving in one area ~ousing staff would probably reduce

-:~~;;:--

The following are suggestions for residence hall personnel working.:f:or

and administration may be found weak or lacking and which should
. ,

cut down the amount of time Spent performing job responsibilities.

is interesting to note that there is sllchahigh correlation between <these

the forefront and attemPi:s madei:o remediate the situation.

Work Related Goals" and "Conflicting Personal and Work Related Demands". It

two factors. Each person naturally has his/her own definitions of whatgqals

and demands exist in their own lives, but 'would find it difficult to define

the goals and demands of their university or college. It appears

could be a potential problem area for colleges and universities.

SUfficiently defined.

Recommendations

universities and colleges and also suggestions for further research

area of residence hall directors:

hall directors in contemporary housing, particularly in the area of job

stress ..and dissatisfaction ("burn-out")i

service training begin to realize the value of this type of training in



falls of the position and to develop fully the potential to be found in the

than

hall directors; .

::'-';;:""';n;:::'"

experienced by residence

(6) tha~ the job responsibilities of a hall director be examined and
~A

be more fully analyzed to determine its significance in

training;

efforts

directors in the state of Wisconsin is not as high as might be

Although the level of "burn-out" being experienced by residence

Conclusion

upon the positive aspects of the Counselor role.

less stressful and increase the Educator responsibilities, while

reducing job stress and begin to develop and make a commitment to in-service

found helpful as a "burn-out" deterrent;

(5) that the demographic information collected

(4) that this study be replicated in other settings to get

expand in this area. In~service training such as Reality

(3) that those universities providing in.... service

being experienced;

rather. than. "local" picture of the extent to which ~'burn~out" is De~nq

study ~ pointed out several areas of potential high stress for

hall directors. These areas should be of concern to student

fessionals. The relative extent of "burn~out" is not assessable because

are no standards for comparison.

{(Residence hall directors have only recently begun to receive sorneof the

professional status, that is deserving of the:irprofession. Along with this

increased status there has been a higher occurence of job~related s~ress

has been found in the past. More research needs to be oonducted concerning

'"
"burn-out '! among residence hall directors in order to avoid some of the pit-

job as a profession.
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APPENDIX A

Material Distributed to the Residence Hall Directors
atthetJniversity of Wisconsin-La Crosse

Cover Letter
Survey Instrument
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Wednesday, January 21, 1981

I am presently working towards· a graduate degree

Student Personnel program at UW -La Crosse. As part of my

I am surveying Residence Hall Directors to find out how they view

their own job and the fulfillments and stress they experience in

their work. Eventually this survey will include Hall directors

throughout the state of Wisconsin.

In order to develop the best survey possible I would like to

get your reaction before it is distributed to a larger sample. Your

responses to the following questions will be a helpful resource

in my further use of the survey.

I would appreciate it if you would take the time to fill out

survey and also to make any comments about the survey, its questions

or the value of the study in general.

Thank you for your time. This feedback will be a great help to

me in my research. I would appreciate you returning the survey to

at the Housing Office by Friday, January 30. When I complete my

research I will be happy to make the results available to

Thank you,

(Yi~~

Mary Crosby



AGE: SEX: MARITAL STATUS:--------

7. List your previous occupations since receiving your college degree

and prior to your current position as a Residence Hall Director.

11. Do you feel in your position as a Residence Hall Director that you

have enough personal time, (time to do things you enjoy, not related

SRJRSOPHFRResidence Hall?

":,:;--;,;.;;;;;:.~.

1. How many students are there in your Residence Hall._? ----~ , ,"'"

2. Is your hall male, female, or co-ed?-------------------
3. What is the class standing of the majority of the students

4. How large is your support staff (~.A. f S , desk managers, secretarial

staff) ? ......

5. How long have you been in your present position?---------------
6. What is your educational background? ___

8. At present, do you have any future occupational plans, either in a

housing staff position or somewhere else?-----------------

9. Approximately how much time do you devote to your own personal

relaxation?-----------------------------------------------"-
10. What do you do to relax (hobbies, sports, other interests)?---------



AGE: SEX: MARITAL STATUS:--------

7. List your previous occupations since receiving your college degree

and prior to your current position as a Residence Hall Director.

11. Do you feel in your position as a Residence Hall Director that you

have enough personal time, (time to do things you enjoy, not related

SRJRSOPHFRResidence Hall?

1. How many students are there in your Residence Hall_? --:- ," """"""::" ~""""-C""-""""""":""-:

2. Is your hall male, female, or co-ed?-------------------
3. What is the class standing of the majority of the students

4. How large is your support staff (R.A.'s, desk managers, secretarial

staff)?
-----~----------------------------

5. How long have Ybubeen in ybur present position?-------------
6. What is your educational background? ~ _

8. At present, do you have any future occupational plans, either in a

housing staff position or somewhere else? =:~~~=:~c=:~::

9. Approximately how much time do you devote to your own personal

relaxation?---_-.:..._-----------------'--------'---'---'----------
10. What do you do to relax (hobbies, sports, other interests)? -.:...-.:...~



20.

85

What would you consider to be the main characteristics of a Hall

Director who is in the process of or ,has already "burned...,out n ?
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APPENDIX B

Material Mailed to the Residence Hall Directors
the state of Wisconsin

COver Letter
Survey Instrument



Dear Residence Hall Director:

February 27, 1981

to me in my research and will provide valuable

Sincerely yours,

Thank you for your time and help.

ship this semester.

in the enclosed self-addressed stamped envelope to the Housing Office at

.;r,.:,,:;;;,~~~

"rtl{Uj~G~t
Mary Crosby

I am presently working towards a graduate degree in

When I have completed my research I will be happy to make the results

the University of Wisconsin -La Crosse, where I am doing a graduate intern",.

available to yoti thf6tighthe Housing Office at your collegeor-~Ul'li-ve-r-s±t;;vh.='----'---'---'----'-'

It would be helpful if you could return the questionnaire to me by March

will be of great

enclosed questionnaire concerning burn-out. Your responses to the questions

I would also like to assure you that your responses will remain confidential.

four year private colleges and state universities in"the State of Wisconsin.

I would appreciate it if yoti cotild take about five minutes to fill out the

Residence Hall Directors. My sample will incltide Hall Diredtors

As part of my thesis I am researching the problem of burn-out among

Student Personnel program at the University of Wisconsin - La Crosse.



NAME OF COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY. .......

15 or more

COMBINATION

200-300

SR.

11-15

100-200

JR•.

4 or more years

50-60 hours

6-11

SOPH.

1-5

COEDUCATIONAL

3rd year

400 or more

40-50 hours

FEMALE

2nd year

CLASS COMPOSITION: FR.

NUMBER OF STUDENTS: less than 100

SEX: MALE

NUMBER OF.SUPPQRT STAFF: (R.A. 's, DESK MANAGERS,

1st year

How long have you been in your present position?

Please list your educational degrees and areas of

ADMINISTRATOR Supervising and training staff and hall
government; management and maintenance
of the hall.

40 hours or less

How much time do you average in carrying out your re~~ired Hall
responsibilities in a typical week?

COUNSELOR One to one consultations with students
providing vocational, personal, or
educational assistance.

DISCIPLINARIAN Enforcing rules and regulations,
involvement in disciplinary actions.

EDUCATOR Facilitating social, cultural and
educational programs.

;,~-

AGE: SEX:---------
1. The following questions concern the physical makeup of your

Hall, please circle the appropriate responses.

2.

3.

4.

5. Defined below are four of the major areas of
Director. What percentage of your time is devoted

I
!

!
t
I
I

j
1

j

I
I
I

I
I
I
I
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1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1

1
1

2
2
2

3 2

3 2
3 2
3 2
3 2
3 2
3
3 2
3 2

3
3
3

3 2
3 2
3 2
3 2
3 2
3 2
3 2
3 2
3 ---···--2 . ·---jll;-..............e...-.....e...-....--'=--'=.........,..........
3 2
3 2

MODERATELY
AFFECTED

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

4

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

4
4
4

5

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

5
5
5

GREATLY
AFFECTED

89

BOREDOM
INSUFFICIENT SALARY
DEPRESSION
TOO MANY HOURS
TOO MANY MEETINGS
24 HOUR LIVE-IN POSITION
"OVERDOSE" OF PEOPLE
LACK OF DIRECTION
CONFLICTING PERSONAL AND WORK

RELATED GOALS
CONFLICTING PERSONAL AND WORK

RELATED DEMANDS
UNIVERSITY RED TAPE
LACK OF PROFESSIONAL TRAINING
TOO MUCH PAPERWORK
LACK OF RECOGNITION
LACK OF APPRECIATION
DISILLUSIONMENT
NOT ENOUGH SOCIAL LIFE
ISOLATION.FROM.PEERS
CAREER "DEAD END"
EMOTIONAL EXHAUSTION
OTHER FAGrORS

Please list any other comments on the back of this page.

6. The following list is comprised of different sources of job-related stress
as defined by several authors. Looking at your own positippasaHall
Director indicate the extent to which. you are affectedpythese'll'ar;lQus
factors.

7.

I
I

I·
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Alverno College

Beloit College

Cardinal Stritch College

Carroll College

Carthage College

Concordia College

Edgewood College

Lakeland College

Marian College

Marquette.University

Milton College

Milwaukee School of Engineering

Mount Mary College

Mount Scenario College

Northland College
I

Ripon College

St. Norbert's College

Viterbo College

University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire

University of Wisconsin-Green Bay

University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh

university of Wisconsin-Parkside

University of Wisconsin-Platteville



"'........'.q •..

University of Wisconsin-River Falls

University of Wisconsin-Stevens Points

University of Wisconsin-Stout

University of Wisconsin-Superior

University of Wisconsin-Whitewater
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APPENDIX D

Table of Significance
between Private and Public school
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Significance of the differences of "burn-out" factors between

SIGNIFICANCE

.7228

.2433

.8475

.0104

.0648

.0487

.4393

.7196

.5869

.2030

.2629

.4870

.5062

.3888

.4511

.7280

CONFLICTING PERSONAL AND WORK RELATED GOALS

TOO MANY HOURS

24 HOUR LIVE-IN RESPONSIBILITY

CONFLICTING PERSONAL AND WORK RELATED DEMANDS

BOREDOM

TOO MANY MEETINGS

INSUFFICIENT.SALARY

LACK OF DIRECTION

Private and Public school responses

DEPRESSION

OVERDOSE ON PEOPLE

UNIVERSITY RED TAPE

LACK OF PROFESSIONAL TRAINING

TOO MUCH PAPERWORK

LACK OF RECOGNITION

LACK OF APPRECIATION

DISILLUSIONMENT

LACK OF SOCIAL LIFE

ISOLATION FROM PEERS

CAREER DEAD END

EMOTIONAL EXHAUSTION

FACTOR

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

I
l 16
I
I 17
I
i 18

I , 19
I
1

I 20

I

I

l
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APPENDIX E

Correlational matrix for the "burn-out" factors
for Public and Private" school data
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following numbers are associated with the

INSUFFICIENT SALARY

LACK OF DIRECTION

24 HOUR LIVE-IN RESPONSIBILITY

TOO MANY MEETINGS

DEPRESSION

OVERDOSE ON PEOPLE

TOO MANY HOURS

FACTOR

BOREDOM

CONFLICTING PERSONAL AND WORK RELATED GOALS

CONFLICTING PERSONAL AND WORK RELATED DEMANDS

UNIVERSITY RED TAPE

LACK OF PROFESSIONAL TRAINING

TOO MUCH PAPERWORK

LACK OF RECOGNITION

LACK OF APPRECIATION

LACK OF SOCIAL LIFE

DISILLUSIONMEN'I'

ISOLATION FROM PEERS

CAREER DEAD END

EMOTIONAL EXHAUSTION

For the Correlational Matrix included in Appendix

10

8

7

9

6

4

2

5

NUMBER

1

3

11

12

13

15

16

17

20

18

19

14

','



Correlational matrix for the "burn-out" factors

for Public and Private school data

F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 ,r·o F9 FlO
F1 1.00000
F2 .21288 1.00000
F3 .19796 .28509 1.00000
F4 -.02055 .18048 .44087 1.00000F5 .05971 .14560 .42516 .69792 1.00000F6 .2.3006 .15638 .30064 .50174 .25061 1.00000F7 .27271 .07644 .27765 .43237 .35700 .57227 1.00000F8 .30716 .34885 .33939 .14032 .20230 .14005 .12017 1.00000F9 .12345 .28684 .25514 .29632 .30006 .28373 .26012 .38671 1.0000FlO .17994 .34615 .29332 .35129 .28451 .45091 .37018 .27871 .63094 1.00000Fll .25045 .46880 .33413 .18842 .28104 .15508 .19737 .29797 .26666 .26174F12 .13040 .27046 .36645 .28139 .28675 .23292 .11991 .33101 .15688 .19673F13 .08969 .24095 .25947 .32114 .38018 .13798 .23780 .07965 .30089 .40013F14 .11898 .37499 .39747 .17138 .26502 .24010 .23678 .24917 .18823F15 .26175 .38861 .29216 .16786 .19457 .34997 .28237' .31006 .21477F16 .18607 .41415 .43978 .26599 .38464 .12396 .20861 37802 .25253F17 .17980 .09748 .26338 .34077 .21480 .13935 .11599 28710 .30505F18 .34727 .16300 .24528 .18919 .13300 .17373 .27759 23384 .16193F19 .16941 .24163 .38665 .24744 .1b86 .25950 .13801 .34218 .12887F20 -.02943 .32137 • 3ROL!. ~ 41931 .3f471 .19610 .33977 .24525 .29747

I

;
,;
I;



(continued)

Fll F12 F13 F14 F15 FI6 F17 F18 F19 F20

Fll 1.00000
F12 .25218 1.00000
P13 .33868 .13352 1.00000
F14 .42350 .27704 .25379 1.00000
F15 .48193 .31292 .17945 .85746 1.00000
F16 .46180 .42068 .13032 ·.56056 .56594 1.00000
F17 .29580 14360 .22666 .13088 .23214 .31544 1.00000
F18 .34727 19786 .10137 .25059 .33796 .33964 .49476 1.00000F19 .16333 47253 .06492 .33188 .33408 .46387 .30177 .31348 1.00000F20 .37855 26059 .33188 .23201 .22722 .33658 . .29086 .25634 .25589 1.00000

!
~. i
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APPENDIX F

Table of Signif·icance
between the responses of

the five identified roles of a residence halLdirec:tor
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Significance of the differences

the five idehtifiedro1es of a, residence hall

FACTOR

1 BOREDOM

2 INSUFFICIENT SALARY

3 DEPRESSION

4 TOO MANY HOURS

5 TOO MANY MEETINGS

6 24 HOUR LIVE-IN RESPONSIBILITY

7 OVERDOSE ON PEOPLE

8 LACK OF DIRECTION

9 CONFLICTING PERSONAL AND WORK RELATED GOALS

10 CONFLICTING PERSONAL AND WORK RELATED DEMANDS

11 UNIVERSITY RED TAPE

12 LACK OF PROFESSIONAL TRAINING

13 TOO MUCH PAPERWORK

14 LACK OF RECOGNITION

15 LACK OF APPRECIATION

16 DISILLUSIONMENT

17 LACK OF SOCIAL LIFE

18 ISOLATION FROM PEERS

19 CAREER DEAD END

20 EMOTIONAL EXHAUSTION

SIGNIFICANCE

.0706

.5844

.0488

.2796

.2862

.0538

.4784

.2913

.3286

.2776

.0616

.4305

.0724

.3344

.1877

.7433

.9580

.9496

.6211

.3444
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APPENDIX G

Correlational matrix for the "burn-out" factors
for the five identified roles of a residence hall director
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following numbers are associated with the following factors:

102

OVERDOSE ON PEOPLE

CONFLICTING PERSONAL AND WORK RELATED GOALS

FACTOR

24 HbuR LIVE-IN RESPONSIBILITY

BOREDOM

TOO. MANY MEETINGS

TOO' MANY HOURS

DEPRESSION

LACK OF DIRECTION

INSUFFICIENT SALARY

CONFLICTING PERSONAL AND WORK RELATED DEMANDS

UNIVERSITY RED TAPE

LACK OF PROFESSIONAL TRAINING

TOO MUCH PAPERWORK

LACK OF RECOGNITION

LACK OF APPRECIATION

DISILLUSIONMENT

LACK OF SOCIAL LIFE

ISOLATION FROM PEERS

CAREER DEAD END

EMOTIONAL EXHAUSTION

For the Correlational Matrix included in AppendixG,the
,

10

8

9

7

6

4

NUMBER

2

5

3

1

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

19

20

18



Correlational, matrix for the'\burn-out" factors

for the five identified roles of a residence hall director

Fl F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 FlO

Fl 1.00000
F2 .20974 1.00000
F3 .13656 .26545 1.·00000
F4 -.06107 .15721 .42917 ' 1.00000
F5 .02451 .11884 .39532 .69853 1.00000
F6 .15918 .14043 .25142 .51420 .23909 1.00000
F7 .24496 .06909 .2702,0 .44698 .36805 .57460 l.00000
F8 .27622 .34114 .29879 .12190 .17467 .09072 .10129 1.00000F9 .08772 .29459 .22649 .26901 .27665 .23719 .23348 .,.37741 1.00000FlO .16448 .33263 .25695 .32647 .24505 .44271 .37064 .26297 .63558 1.00000Fl1 .20875 .46032 .27400 .17491 .24458 .10174 .18824 .25491 .24463 22805F12 .13037 .27125 .35416 .26228 .26224 .20600 .10087 .32020 .14425 18288F13 .03266 .20119 .19498 .32367 .35091 .11933 .25920 .02943 .28021 35516F14 .09575 .38188 .37958 .15707 .24498 19855 .21452 .22617 .16287 27409F15 24783 .40665 .27079 .15076 .17286 30609 .25402 .29408 .18335 .32287F16 17790 .41402 .42381 .22160 .35165 08208 .17983 .37068 .24175 .29373F17 17483 .09342 .27820 .35777 .23597 15358 12703 .28851 .31456 .28817F18 37880 .16236 .27920 .21572 .15586 21317 29878 .24849 .17354 .20582F19 16613 .23959 .38989 .26723 .17413 25762 13966 " .32995 .11492 .26997F20 00309 .31696 .40891 .43466 .38024 23583 36584 .26674 .33065 .35794

I
(i



(continued)

FH F12 F13 F14 F15 F16 FI7 F18 F19 F20

FH 1.00000
F12 .22522 1.00000
F13 .28914 .10121 1.00000
F14 .40086 .25736 .23480 1.00000
F15 .46858 .29560 .16259, .85235 1.00000
F16 .44927 .42152 .08001 .56059 .57254 1.00000
F17 .31174 .14514 .25235 .13369 .23874 .30805 1.00000
F18 .37980 .19495 .13660 .25895 .34961 .33130 .50298 1.00000
F19 .14119 .45212 •.07110 .30729 .30646 .45285 .31361 .32564 1.00000
F20 .39419 .25522 .37761 .24319 .24817 .34116 .30356 .25391 .25684' +,-.00000
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